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Introduction:
“A greater savage”

In the first days of September, in the year 1860, the bark William G. Anderson, a
local vessel helmed by a man named James Hall, sailed into Boston harbor. Among the
passengers was Captain John Dillingham, a 35-year-old Master Mariner from Chelsea,
Massachusetts.1 The eldest son of a tradesman, he had married Clara Ball, a tailor’s
daughter, also from Chelsea, and lived with her family. The couple had a young son and
an estate valued at $1200.2 At present, Dillingham was returning from an unusual
assignment. He had been hired by James Cutting and Henry Butler, the proprietors of a
well-respected local aquarium and museum, the Boston Aquarial and Zoölogical
Gardens, to travel to South Africa and return with attractions for their establishment. He
had succeeded: in addition to a variety of plants and minerals and an African tiger, he had
brought with him five South African men “fresh from savage life,” whom he had
contracted to perform their “native customs” on stage for curious Bostonians.3

Figure 0.1, Frontispiece: George French Angas, “Interior of a Zulu Hut,” in The Kafirs Illustrated (London:
J. Hogarth, 1849).
1
City of Boston, “Copy of Report and List of the Passengers taken on board the Bark Wm G Anderson of
Boston,” Passenger List, September 4, 1860, “Boston Passenger and Crew Lists, 1820-1943” (Ancestry
Library Edition), Accessed September 8, 2010, http://www.ancestry.com/.
2
United States census for 1850, Population schedule, Chelsea, Suffolk County, Massachusetts, Sheet 876,
dwelling 246, family 287, Nathan S. Dillingham household, “Census and Voter Lists” (Ancestry Library
Edition), Accessed September 8, 2010; United States census for 1860, Population schedule, Chelsea,
Suffolk County, Massachusetts, Sheet 827, dwelling 962, family 1206, John Dillingham household,
“Census and Voter Lists” (Ancestry Library Edition), Accessed September 8, 2010,
http://www.ancestry.com/.
3
No tigers live in Africa, but perhaps the animal had earlier been brought from Asia. “We have the
pleasure of announcing to the citizens of Boston,” Boston Evening Transcript, October 3, 1860, “Google
News Archive,” Accessed April 3, 2010, http://news.google.com/archivesearch; “Later From the Cape of
Good Hope – Arrival of Native Africans,” North American and United States Gazette, September 6, 1860,
“19th Century U.S. Newspapers” (Gale Group), Accessed October 9, 2010, http://www.gale.cengage.com/.
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The Aquarial Gardens, as the museum was commonly known, was preparing to
open a new location, right in the heart of Boston on a small street called Central Court,
near today’s Downtown Crossing. The new building featured a large circular tank, twenty
to thirty feet in diameter, in the center of the main room, which was flanked by separate
aquarial and zoological wings. The museum also included an auditorium and seating for a
large audience.4 Cutting and Butler were pioneers in the aquarial field, and their Gardens,
the first independent large-scale aquarium in America, was made possible by the
proprietors’ own innovations. It featured a sophisticated aeration system, and more
impressively, a pipe that pumped seawater directly from Boston harbor to refresh the
tanks. Cutting and Butler saw, in the Aquarial Gardens, a fulfillment of their dream to
bring the aquatic world to a larger audience.5
The proprietors threw open their doors with a celebratory gala on the evening of
the 4th of October. Professor Louis Agassiz of Harvard delivered an address “in which he
set forth the importance of studies of living specimens in natural history.”6 Agassiz was
the most well known member of a distinguished scientific community centered at
Harvard that included Jeffries Wyman, Oliver Wendell Holmes, Asa Gray, and many
other prominent intellectuals. Cutting and Butler were proud that their museum could
buttress Boston’s standing as “the Athens of America” and “the capital of intelligent New
England.”7 Their exhibits, they touted, were “only in extent, inferior to the Zoological
Gardens of London, or the Jardin des Plants, of Paris.” The proprietors hoped that the
4

“New Aquarial Gardens,” Boston Daily Advertiser, October 5, 1860, “19th Century U.S. Newspapers,”
Accessed November 25, 2010.
5
Jerry Ryan, Forgotten Aquariums of Boston (Pascoag, RI: Finley Aquatic Books, 2002), 12-16, 22-24.
6
“We have the pleasure,” Boston Evening Transcript, October 3, 1860; “New Aquarial Gardens,” Boston
Daily Advertiser, October 5, 1860.
7
Walter Clarence, The Aborigines of South Africa now on exhibition at the Boston Aquarial and Zoölogical
Gardens in Central Court, Washington St. (Boston: J.P. Plumer, 1860), 22, Box 1860, Massachusetts
Historical Society.
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Aquarial Gardens would become “a favorite resort of the refined and intellectual,” while
also making the natural world more accessible, providing “amusement combined with
instruction in the most delightful of sciences, to all visitors.” It was amidst these
celebratory pronouncements that they introduced their greatest attraction, the “Aborigines
of South Africa,” who, they proclaimed, were “now for the first time brought from their
native wilds and deserts unto scenes of civilization.”8
The Africans made their debut the day after the gala, exhibiting throughout the
day and performing a stage show each evening. Cutting and Butler hired a writer named
Walter Clarence to author an accompanying guidebook. In twenty-four pages, he laid out
the blueprint for the exhibition, synthesizing scientific and cultural images of savagery as
he introduced the performers. They were neatly divided into ethnological types: “a Fingo,
a Zulu, and a true Kaffir, a Hottentot, and a Bushman.” These types were in turn
classified into larger racial categories, the first three performers designated as “Kaffirs,”
the latter two as “Hottentots.”9 Clarence provided what he claimed were the Africans’
personal histories, narrating their lives from their earliest recollections up until the day
they chanced to meet “the agent,” Captain Dillingham. On that meeting, driven by
curiosity and dreams of monetary gain, Clarence wrote, the five natives, who had
previously had little contact with the civilized world, agreed to come to America. The
guidebook presented the exhibition as a “first encounter,” and this framed a moral
project: at the end of the exhibition, the Africans would return home, bringing to their
people “the humanizing and ameliorating customs and habits of civilization,” not least
8

“We have the pleasure,” Boston Evening Transcript, October 3, 1860.
Clarence, Aborigines, 5. In the time, the term “Hottentot” was applied both to peoples of Khoikhoi
descent and to the “race” that also included San-speaking “Bushmen.” The term “Kaffir” was applied both
to the Xhosa and to other South African peoples of Bantu origin, all of whom were considered a part of the
“Negro” race. See Angas, The Kafirs Illustrated.

9
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among them Christianity.10 For the people of America, Clarence declared, the exhibition
offered an opportunity to satisfy their “laudable curiosity to see and to study the different
varieties of [their] own species.” They could witness the Africans’ peculiar primitive
customs and see humanity in its vanishing primordial character. Each evening upon the
stage, the Africans were to execute their dances and songs of combat, marriage, and the
hunt, for which the guidebook offered translations. The battle song was simple enough:
“They come! They come! Take care! Oh, we will kill them all.” The knowledge that the
public could gain from a visit to the Aquarial Gardens, Clarence wrote, would “repay a
hundred-fold the time and the trifling cost.”11
One evening that November, a former New Yorker living in Boston, a theatre
critic and “occasional correspondent” of the New York Daily Tribune, found himself
hard-pressed to find amusement during a particularly dull period in “this sober city.”12
“In very desperation of dullness,” the critic and several friends paid a visit to the Aquarial
Gardens, “whose flaming advertisement of five real living native savage Africans,” he
sneered, “seemed to promise some relief from the monotony of civilized life.” At the
museum, he sat in the audience and watched the spectacle unfold: wedding songs and war
dances and other “antics” that were like nothing he had seen before. The critic was
surprised to find he enjoyed the experience, hearing, in one song, “a little of the raw
material of music.” At the same time, he could barely abide the sensational presentation
of the showman, who worked the crowd with his jokes: “The dresses in which you behold
them are their holiday attire. On ordinary occasions they wear, ahem, very little clothing

10

Clarence, Aborigines, 16.
Clarence, Aborigines, 21-24.
12
“From Boston, Nov. 14, 1860,” New York Daily Tribune, November 16, 1860, “America’s Historical
Newspapers” (NewsBank), Accessed March 21, 2010, http://infoweb.newsbank.com.
11
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of any description.” At the show’s conclusion, the critic and his party joined the rest of
the crowd in the hall below, where they were invited to observe the Africans up close. In
the letter he later wrote to the Daily Tribune, the critic described a growing sense of
unsettlement as he made his way through the hall. Initially, he expressed this feeling in
the theatrical terms he knew best:
They all wear a variety of worthless trinkets hung around their necks, and amuse
themselves with penny whistles, Jew’s harps, and the like…there is at once
something noble and piteous about them. Humanity in them seems to walk about
“like poor, despised Lear – a king, a king!” and their acts and gestures forcibly
reminded us of the scene in which the old man enters, crowned with poppies, and
sceptred with a straw.
The critic felt an uneasy sympathy. The Africans seemed as foolish and
uncomprehending as Shakespeare’s mad old king. Yet undeniably, this was humanity,
dressed in skins and feathers, bedecked in beads and trinkets. And as with Lear, it was
not their appearance alone that was the most distressing, but the shadow of fallen nobility
that lurked behind the face of the fool.
One of the Africans caught the critic’s attention. “Only one stands apart,” he
wrote, “a tall, noble savage, grave but gentle, carrying his head like a stag of ten, and
showing from time to time dark eyes, at once soft and manly, and teeth as white and hard
as rock pebbles.” If the critic had earlier found some resonance in the image of Lear, for
this young man, he could not quite place his reaction. No character he knew was fit for
comparison, so he found himself, instead, thinking of the home from which the young
man had come. “Surely his mother mourns for him,” he wrote, “in her patient and simple
life, drawing water, and weaving mats, and the young maidens of his village will wait
with anxious eyes for his return.” The critic was uncomfortably aware that he was
looking at another human being, who came from a family and a community. The
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showman and the museum owners presented him as an amusement, but he was
someone’s son, and was far away from home. Still, the critic’s allusion to Shakespeare
was even more apt, for, though he did not realize it, he was part of a larger performance
himself, and the pastoral scene from which he imagined the young man had come was an
illusion of the stage.

In this thesis, I will reconstruct the events of the Africans’ short but tumultuous
tour in America, from their arrival in September of 1860 and the fanfare of their debut in
October, through their holiday engagement at P.T. Barnum’s American Museum in New
York, to the bitterness and tragedy of their departure in May of 1861.
As I reconstruct this timeline, I aim to analyze the exhibition in a critical light and
situate it within its historical context. The guidebook and a multitude of advertisements
promised visitors the display of categories that were ultimately unstable: savagery and
civilization. The exhibition, with its deployment of ethnology, claimed to be an
unequivocal demonstration of identity by unchanging specimens, who, the audience was
to believe, were the same on the American stage as they were in Africa. It is my aim to
undermine this idea by considering the African men as actors – as members of a troupe
who were paid to perform characters that conformed to the audience’s image of Africa. I
also hope to show that the spectators of the show were similarly performing roles. By
paying their money for entry, members of the audience accepted and performed the
characters that were ascribed to them, as civilized people, gaining enlightening
knowledge and advancing the cause of civilization abroad. It is my contention that the
binary conceit of civilization and savagery is an interlinked performance that disavows
histories of interaction and adaptation, attempting to measure and define identity as if it
Miller 6

were not selective, interpretive and transitive. The history of this exhibition, which is also
the history of the journey of five young men, is well suited to illustrate this point.
In Chapter One, I will examine how the exhibition was enframed – set up to be
observed as a representation of a greater whole elsewhere – in relation to the expectations
of previous ethnological shows, cultural tropes of savagery, and scientific and racial
classification. These systems of interpretation seemed to fix the South African actors –
the observed – as unchanging specimens, and offered visitors to the Aquarial Gardens –
the observers – the assurance that the world was ordered by measurable truths. In this
chapter, I will focus especially on Walter Clarence’s exhibition guidebook, and I will
conclude with a discussion of anthropology and the debate over evolution.
In Chapter Two, I will turn to South Africa, arguing that non-white South
Africans did not just experience colonialism, but, rather, took an active role, displaying
their agency by adapting to changing circumstances and testing the rigidity of colonial
definitions of identity. I will look to a small but important piece of evidence that indicates
the actors were indeed quite different from the characters they played on stage. I will
situate the actors within the conditions of life – the challenges, opportunities, and above
all, the imperative of adaptation – in the place where they resided before contracting with
Captain Dillingham. This portion of the chapter will take us, not to quiet villages deep in
the “untouched” interior, but to bustling Port Elizabeth, at the time the busiest port in the
Cape Colony.
In Chapter Three, I will return to America – to New York – and consider P.T.
Barnum’s efforts to separate the exhibition from the volatile context of American slavery.
In America, the performance of racialized characters, including blackface minstrels and
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“missing-links,” created a space for the negotiation of national identity with relation to
race and particularly to slavery, the tangible evidence of a long relationship between
Africa and America. Primarily, the New York public interpreted the South African
exhibition in light of these racialized performances, and the larger American racial
context, rather than seeing the actors as foreign ethnological specimens. These
resonances highlighted instabilities in the notions of both the “first encounter” and the
civilizing role of America. The enframing of Africans as savages exterior to the civilized
nation was complicated by the public’s recognition that Africans also made up a part of
the labor force that sustained “civilization.”
Finally, I will conclude this thesis by renewing my argument for the agency of the
actors in light of the troubled final months of the exhibition.

The crowd of visitors exited the Aquarial Gardens, that evening in November, and
dispersed up and down Washington Street. The theater critic and his party walked among
them with lingering disquiet, wondering about the exhibition’s supposed moral purpose –
to civilize the savages. What good could possibly come of it? What benefit could that
young African man possibly gain from his visit to this “civilized” country, where he was
being so cynically exploited? The critic and his friends left “rather sad from the Aquarial
Gardens, and cherishing vaguely the hope that the tall Kaffir would not be allowed to go
away from here a greater savage than he came.”

Miller 8

Figure 0.2 – Barnum’s American Museum, “Wild African Savages,” Broadside, January 14, 1861,
Harvard Theatre Collection, THE bpf TCS 65 Pl. 17, Houghton Library, Harvard University.
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I
Enframing Savagery

As the first visitors entered the new Aquarial Gardens in October of 1860, they
could see the natural world ordered before them for their enjoyment and enlightenment.
In one wing appeared the creatures of the land; in the other, those of the water. In an
establishment where the sea itself could be pumped in on command, even the aquatic
creatures were “alive and happy in their native element.” As visitors explored the two
wings, or admired the central tank, they were graced with the “gentlemanly attentions” of
Mr. Cutting, who made sure that everyone felt welcome. Ned and Fanny the learned
seals, a reviewer marveled, were “so fat and sleek and good natured.” The owls and
monkeys, too, “attracted attention.” Beyond all the rest, the South African troupe, the
reviewer remarked, “just from their native shores, in their home dresses, and their home
habits, were the observed of all observers.”13
By the time the theatre critic visited in November, the initial splendor of the
Aquarial Gardens had faded noticeably. The critic thought that the tanks seemed rather
neglected; some of them housed only a few creatures and others were even empty. At
first, he wondered if “the fish were perhaps eaten up during the last Lent.” Indicating
some disdain for a certain naturalist, he also suggested that perhaps they had “found their
way in spirits to those vaults where Agassiz harmlessly cuts and corks up his finny
Parkmans, without fear of detection.”14

13

“Aquarial Gardens,” Farmer’s Cabinet, October 10, 1860, “America’s Historical Newspapers,” Accessed
March 20, 2010.
14
“From Boston,” New York Daily Tribune, November 16, 1860. This macabre envisioning of science was
a reference to the murder and dismemberment of Dr. George Parkman at the Harvard Medical School in
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The African stage show began when “at eight of the clock ces monseurs savages
began to shout their waugh-waugh melodies behind the scenes,” the critic related, “and
having given us a scientific combination of the tones of the tiger, wild cat, hyena and
hippopotamus, they leaped upon the board and executed themselves in a pleasing variety
of antics, hitherto unseen upon any stage.” This dramatic entrance reflected an image of
the African interior as a tantalizing place both dangerous and forbidding, where the
natives and the animals seemed to blend together in the darkness of the jungle. As the
guidebook that led viewers through the exhibition described, “the perils [of the interior]
were so great, not only on account of the climate, the difficulty of travel, and the number
of savage animals, but, more than all, from the wild natives themselves.”15 The “antics”
of which the critic wrote were a sequence of dances and their accompanying songs,
including the “wedding dance,” the “bead-dance,” and the “war dance.” These were
neatly divided into ethnological categories – those of the “Hottentots,” and those of the
“Kaffirs.” The showman narrated between the dances in his jesting tone: “The Bushman
is quite small, not much above four feet in height, but he has been married twice, and has
had three children. Bravo, Mr. Bushman!”
The show opened with the “Kaffir wedding dance.” “First came the wedding
ring,” the critic wrote, “the sun is setting, and the bride is coming; these were the words;
the music was a repetition of three or four extremely discordant notes; the bride should
have strong nerves, one reflects.” In contrast to the “Kaffir” songs, for which spectators
were offered translations, “the Hottentot songs,” Clarence wrote, “are merely a chorus of

1849, by his colleague John Webster, as case that made headlines for months in Boston. “The Mysterious
Disappearance of Dr. George Parkman,” The Boston Daily Atlas, December 3, 1849, “America’s Historical
Newspapers,” Accessed February 10, 2011.
15
Clarence, Aborigines, 3.
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sounds, without any intelligible words.”16 Yet, the critic was impressed by the joint song
delivered by the “Hottentot” and the “Bushman;” it was in this song that he found “a little
of the raw material of music… for music, like sugar is concentrated from nature, not
produced by it.” The critic expressed the romantic notion that music was something
equally owned by all, even if the civilized man could bring the song to its highest form.
The critic was most impressed by the “Kaffir bead-dance,” which according to the
showman was “the utmost that negro-dancing can do.” The dance was performed by
“Kaffir No. 2,” the “true Kaffir”:
Then the Kaffirs return, and mutter a sort of chorus, while No. 2 of them
astonishes us with the bead-dance, which is indeed as surprising as the showman
says, which in itself is a surprise. The savage is attired principally in a collection
of strings of heavy beads, which hang together in a sort of breastplate on his broad
chest. His only other clothing is a complete apron of skins, reaching from the hip
to the knee, after the second style of Adam and Eve. He does not caper, but
executes a firmly-trodden maneuver, and by the power of the pectoral muscles
alone flings the strings of beads higher and higher, till they fly in his face, and
above his head.
This act, the critic admitted, was indeed worthy of the showman’s boasts. Clarence had
written of the dance, “it would kill a European to attempt it; yet [the Kaffir] performs it
with apparent ease.”17 The “Kaffir bead-dance” exemplified the idea of a distinct cultural
practice: amongst the Africans, only the one man could perform it, and it was a product
not only of a cultural but also of a physical lineage. It was an act of racial culture
matched to that exertion of which the racial body was capable.
The critic was most affected by the “war dance,” the music for which he
described as “the most savage incantation to which these ears ever gave attention.” It
sounded like war, and like death itself: “Its refrain is a sort of smothered groan, which

16
17

Clarence, Aborigines, 24.
Clarence, Aborigines, 23.
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breathes so of dying agonies and undying hate as to make one – consider. No forgiving of
trespasses in that utterance – it is the vengeful cry of the wild animal upon which man,
the tamer of beasts, is super-imposed.” This was the essential violence of savagery, the
critic felt. The voice of man seemed to barely contain the fundamental animal rage that
lay below.

In Colonising Egypt, Timothy Mitchell highlights the idea of enframing, the
representational effect by which an object set up for observation – in an aquarium, for
example – seems to be located within a “hierarchy of truth,” standing in for something
“prior, more original, more real,” located in a specified “elsewhere.” Enframing entails
not only the display of objects but the delineation of the relationship between observer
and observed, including the establishment of a site of observation and the creation of an
interpretive logic for the observer. An enframing device is any system of ‘knowledge’
that carries out this work and informs the observer’s interpretation.18
The Aquarial Gardens was designed to bring the enlightening experience of
nature to a larger audience. Its primary work of enframing was carried out by the
representational system of scientific classification, which provided a coherent logic
within which visitors could understand how the various species related to each other and
interacted in their natural habitats, and how they as human observers related to the
animals that they observed.
Indeed, the public had confidence that Cutting’s specimens, taken together, were a
commendable representation, in distilled form, of the aquarial and zoological worlds.
Yet, for these visitors, it was no great leap from the classification of animals by zoology
18

Timothy Mitchell, Colonising Egypt (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1991), 59-62.
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to the classification of human beings by anthropology, the study of the physical and
cultural characteristics of mankind. In the South African troupe, Cutting seemed to have
the perfect specimens of the savage world, who, the public was to believe, had a natural
environment of their own analogous to the “native element” of the fish, and could be
similarly fixed in a certain measurable relationship both to the natural world and to the
culturally civilized world of America.
This chapter will focus on the multiple enframing of the South African troupe’s
exhibition, that is, the systems through which spectators were encouraged to interpret its
meaning, including the conventions of previous ethnological entertainments, popular
tropes of savagery, and scientific and racial classification. Many visitors attended the
troupe’s stage show; those who wanted to learn more about the performers might acquire
a copy of Walter Clarence’s exhibition guidebook. The guidebook elaborated on the lives
of the five members of the troupe, or, at least, those of the characters they played.
Clarence buttressed these personal sketches with anthropological passages, written in the
tone of a field observer, aiming to show why each man was a perfect representative
specimen of his race, illustrating its customs as well as its physical type. I use the world
'illustrating’ because the troupe was hired to be just that, a living illustration. Clarence
had opened his guidebook by setting his account against the image of Africa that lived in
“the imaginations of sanguine writers.”19 The exhibition, he claimed, represented a
measurable truth of South Africa.
In this chapter I will first consider the scholarship on similar ethnological shows,
whose documentation of a coherent aesthetic of display informs my reading of this
exhibition as well as my analytical priorities. Subsequently, as I examine Clarence’s
19

Clarence, Aborigines, 3.
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guidebook, I will address how in 1860 the essential “character” of the archetypal savage
was his incompatibility with the civilized world: he was denied an individual’s
fundamental ability to adapt. Finally, I will address the rising field of anthropology,
whose logic Clarence heavily employed, and which seemed to give the discourse of
savagery the certainty of science. Anthropology delineated races based on physical type,
but also attributed to each distinct customs and an innate “character,” which for certain
races was the trope of savagery reconstituted in a newly measurable form.
Cutting and Butler carried out their enframing through the design of the stage
show and especially through Clarence’s exhibition guidebook. The viewing public,
however, participated in enframing as well, bringing their own assumptions and, more
importantly, bringing a belief that as they gained greater knowledge of the exhibition and
its performers, and interpreted that knowledge in light of these enframing devices, they
were coming closer to the ‘real.’

The exhibition of human beings had entertained crowds since ancient times, but
became particularly popular in the later nineteenth century, both in Europe and America,
cohering into the form that came to be known in Germany as the Völkerschau, literally
the “people show.”20 Bernth Lindfors uses the term “ethnological show business” to
describe the people shows in his introduction to Africans on Stage, highlighting a
dialogue between science and popular entertainment.21 The South African troupe’s
exhibition in America shares many commonalities with this tradition, from the
20

Sierra Bruckner, “Spectacles of (Human) Nature: Commercial Ethnography between Leisure, Learning,
and Schaulust,” in Worldly Provincialism: German Anthropology in the Age of Empire, ed. H.G. Penny and
Matti Bunzl. (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2003), 128.
21
Bernth Lindfors, introduction to Africans on Stage: Studies in Ethnological Show Business, ed. Bernth
Lindfors (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1999), vii.
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explanatory guidebook to the aesthetics of participatory learning, and especially the
multiple sources of enframing.22
Much of the scholarship on human exhibition focuses on the ideological potential
of representation in the nation engineering the display, particularly its potential to codify
images of otherness. For example, Lindfors writes of a group of Zulus from South Africa
who were exhibited in London, the heart of the British Empire, performing acts that
included a “war dance.” The showmen enframed the Zulus by invoking their reputation
as a naturally warlike people.23 Zoe S. Strother, in an essay about the iconography of
display, documents how European illustrations of “Hottentot” peoples often included the
recurring symbols of the skin mantle and the pipe, meant to indicate wildness and
indolence.24 The popular acceptance of these markers of fundamental difference was
crucial to building colonial consensus. As Edward Said argues, colonial representation
becomes colonial power when a small set of familiar “facts” becomes lodged in popular
“knowledge” and in turn justifies policy decisions.25
People shows were also a popular part of the World Exhibitions, which
sometimes included sophisticated model villages populated by performers. The aesthetic
of these displays was in some sense closer to that of a panorama, often deemphasizing
ethnological details and highlighting the simulated experience of viewing the “world
outside.” The nation that hosted a World Exhibition often arranged the regional pavilions

22

Rosemarie Garland Thomson, introduction to Freakery: Cultural Spectacles of the Extraordinary Body,
ed. Rosemarie Garland Thomson (New York: New York University Press, 1996), 4-10; Roslyn Poignant,
“The Making of Professional ‘Savages’: From P.T. Barnum (1883) to the Sunday Times (1998),” in
Photography’s Other Histories, ed. Christopher Pinney and Nicolas Peterson (Durham: Duke University
Press, 2003), 55-84.
23
Bernth Lindfors, “Charles Dickens and the Zulus,” in Africans on Stage, ed. Lindfors, 64.
24
Zoe S. Strother, “Display of the Body Hottentot,” in Africans on Stage, ed. Lindfors, 5, 13.
25
Edward W. Said, Orientalism (New York: Vintage, 1979), 31-49.
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with its own located at the center, as if looking out over the rest of the world.26 Said
observes that “the power even in casual conversation to represent what is beyond
metropolitan borders derives from the power of an imperial society.”27 A metropolis
brings in goods from a vast territory; it is a relentless consumer of the produce of the
surrounding countryside, which depends on its economic network. Raw materials come
into the metropolis and some of them return to the countryside as marketable goods. In
Said’s framework, the metropolis is not only an economic but also a cultural arbiter,
drawing in images of the “outside world” and in return issuing definitions. This imperial
exercise, Said writes, “takes the discursive form of a reshaping or reordering of ‘raw’ or
primitive data into the local conventions of European narrative and formal utterance.”
Thus, in the World Exhibitions, the simulated panoramic view was a symbolic assertion
of the right of the metropolis to perceive and interpret the world beyond its limits.
Of the multitude of people shows that took place in the nineteenth century, in and
out of the context of the World Exhibitions, the most well known is the exhibition of Sara
Baartman, better known by her stage name as the “Hottentot Venus.” Uniquely, her
experience has become a modern cultural battleground.28 Sara Baartman was a Namaqua
woman afflicted by steatopygia, an enlargement of the buttocks, the condition inspiring
her ironic labeling as a “Venus” during her tour of Europe between 1810 and 1815. Her
victimization is well documented: she was dressed in sexualized garb and subjected to
intrusive examinations of her body. Above all, Baartman’s unclear legal status (whether
she was free or enslaved), combined with significant coercion, render her consent in her

26

Mitchell, Colonising Egypt, 7-13.
Edward W. Said, Culture and Imperialism (New York: Vintage Books, 1994), 99.
28
See Zine Magubane, “Which Bodies Matter? Feminism, Poststructuralism, Race and the Curious
Theoretical Odyssey of the “Hottentot Venus,” Gender and Society 15, no. 6 (December 2001): 817-831.
27
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exhibition questionable. Following her death in Paris in 1815, Baartman was dissected by
the scientist Georges Cuvier, her body remaining abroad until 2002.29 Strother writes that
as a result of these degradations, Baartman has become “a twentieth-century icon for the
violence done to women of African descent.”30 As degrading as Baartman’s experience
might have been, the woman who appeared as the “Hottentot Venus” was ultimately also
a performer. To suggest this kind of complicity is not to excuse her exhibitors but to grant
agency to the actor. The “Hottentot Venus” was a role that Baartman, to at least some
extent, performed, rather than solely being a mask that was forced upon her.31
I aim in this thesis to emphasize the agency of the South African actors in their
own exhibition. I will use the term exhibition to refer to a combination of performance –
an individual’s portrayal of a role – and display – the system of enframing structures that
surrounded the performance. Mitchell describes the way in which the world, in
representation, can seem to be “a limited totality, something that forms a bounded
structure or system.”32 This observation is certainly true on the dramatic stage, the
bounds of which enable the theatrical effect. It is also true on the ethnological stage, the
display of humans as unchanging specimens requiring a similarly limited totality. The
theatrical concept of the fourth wall captures this idea particularly well. In proscenium
staging, the fourth wall is the imagined barrier that separates the audience from the
performed world on the stage: the audience can see the characters, but the characters
cannot see the audience. The fourth wall signifies by its theatrical presence as well as by
29
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its physical absence: seemingly, a physical wall has been removed in order to enable the
audience to see into the characters’ intimate space. In the South African troupe’s
exhibition, it was a similar fourth wall that sustained the theatrical division between
savage and civilized – and between observed and observers – and which furthermore
seemed to grant the audience a view into the primordial villages of the African interior.
The audience recognized the African dances as a performance, however they did not
recognize that Clarence’s personal sketches and their scientific scaffolding were also part
of the show.
This division between the actors, as individuals, and the characters they played,
representing both character types and ethnological types, is an important one. Although
Clarence might have borrowed details from the lives of the actors, his characters were
carefully designed to fit the expectations of the audience, all details bent towards the
conveyance of a very particular image of racialized savagery. The actors’ selective
performance of identity in accordance with Clarence’s blueprint made the exhibition
itself a performance of the “truths” of savagery and scientific classification. Enframed by
notions of distinct racial “characters” – caprice, violence, submissiveness – the actors
were, rather, performing the characters of races. The personal sketches that featured in
Clarence’s guidebook, which follow, thus amounted to little more than character
histories.
“Sturmann the Hottentot,” according to Clarence, was born far to the north of the
Cape Colony, where “no portion of this race has advanced beyond the rudest stage of the
pastoral state of society.” They spent their days looking for food, and “when food was
abundant… they danced and sang.” As often, hard times hit them. “Hottentot man very
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poor man, not got much things; sometimes plenty hungry,” Sturmann reportedly said of
his people. When Sturmann became a young man, he left his family and worked for the
frontier Boers as a hunting guide. He learned to speak a “broken patois” of Dutch in
addition to his own language, which “has been compared to the clucking of a turkey.”
Then one day, on a visit to Port Natal, he chanced to meet Captain Dillingham, who
“asked him if he would like to go over the sea to America, and have plenty of fine clothes
and food, and earn plenty of money, to bring back to his own country.” Sturmann “made
a bargain with the white man, and came over in a big ship.” He was not yet twenty years
of age, and was the youngest of the Africans.33
“Quagqua the Bushman” was also a member of “a wandering tribe” that roamed
across the vast plateau of the Table Land.34 The “Bushmen” likewise spent their days
looking for food, “strictly obeying the scriptural injunction, to ‘take no heed for the
morrow,’ and wasting more than they consume.” In good times, they “danced in the
moonlight,” and when food ran out they wandered on again. “Such were the halcyon days
of Quagqua’s life,” Clarence wrote, although in actuality, “Quagqua remembers little of
his life worth recording. In fact, there can be little in the career of the most adventurous
Bushman to interest any person.” Quagqua’s age was not given, but he had two wives
whom he briefly left in order to trade with Dutch settlers. He failed to inform them when
he was “tempted, by the hope of gain, to visit the United States” after meeting Captain
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Dillingham. “Let us hope that the forsaken Penelopes may remain faithful to the
wandering Ulysses,” Clarence wrote.35
“Macomo the True Kaffir,” who alone performed the “Kaffir bead-dance,” was
born in Kaffir Land beyond the eastern border of the Cape Colony. His father and
brothers fought in the “Kaffir War,” but while his “youthful bosom burnt with military
ardor” and he had the “cherished hope to become a ‘brave,’” Macomo was too young to
join them. The war ended “before the desire of Macomo’s heart was attained” – war was
a way to prove himself and his best opportunity to gain recognition as a man. After the
peace, he lived like the rest of his people, continuing his warrior’s training “according to
the most approved fashion in Kaffir Land, by carrying off the cattle and flocks of the
Boers and other settlers on the frontier.” He was engaged, and was planning to marry “as
soon as he has a certain number of cattle and a house of his own.” This he would
accomplish upon his return, newly enriched. Macomo was perhaps taught his work ethic
and foresight by the missionary dwelling in his country. Macomo, Clarence wrote, “has
some notion of the Christian faith, though his ideas are somewhat confused; and he can
read the Bible in the Kaffir language with a tolerable degree of facility.” Macomo was
twenty-one years of age.36
“Macuolo the Zulu” was born in Zulu Land, northwards from Port Natal on the
Indian Ocean coast of South Africa. The Zulus were “generally believed by the
missionaries, and by other travelers who have been amongst them, to be far the most
intelligent of the race, and to be capable of a fair degree of civilization.” While for the
most part they were “happy and affectionate,” the Zulus were also “addicted to
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quarrelling with their weaker neighbors.” Macuolo was twenty-one years of age, and had
a wife back home, intending to put his earnings from the exhibition towards the purchase
of cattle. He hoped he might some day become a subordinate chief and take a second
wife. Friendly, curious and dynamic, Macuolo was “a devoted lover of liberty; and was
nick-named ‘John Brown’ by the sailors of the ‘[William G.] Anderson,’ on that
account.”37
“Machaolo the Fingo” – the critic’s “tall Kaffir” – was “a magnificent specimen
of a savage.” He was more than six feet in height, “possessed of immense muscular
power.” For him, too, warfare was an arena in which he could prove himself by his
physical worth: “He is but twenty-two years of age; but he has already signalized himself
as a warrior, having gone forth on a war expedition when in his fifteenth year, and
returned home successful.” He was “the son of a chief of considerable influence in his
tribe… he is very intelligent, and shows both the desire and the ability to learn.” “The
Fingos,” Clarence wrote, “possess a government and laws much resembling those of the
Zulus and other Kaffir tribes.” Most interestingly, Clarence wrote that Machaolo had
come to Port Natal because he was “seized with the spirit of adventure; and anxious to
see the kraals of the white men.” He decided to come to America to further satisfy his
curiosity, “thus extending a journey, limited to a few weeks, to fifteen or eighteen
months.”38 Machaolo was a junior ethnologist in his own right, observing as he was
observed.39
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It is likely that the actors fleshed out their characters with certain details from
their own lives, but, as I will address in Chapter Two, they did not provide them all.
Rather than describing individuals with agency, these sketches were designed to present
the “typical” habits of the peoples depicted in the show framed by their essentialized
status as savages. Indeed, Clarence’s ethnological types also supported character types –
the noble savage and the ignoble savage. Clarence delineated a strong racial divide: the
“Kaffir” races, comprising the Zulu, Kaffir and Fingo, were the noble savages, while the
“Hottentot” races, comprising the Hottentot and Bushman, were the ignoble savages.
The “Kaffir,” Clarence wrote, was naturally “gay, light-hearted, affectionate,
easily contented, social, and hospitable… but, when long under the influence of white
men, he becomes morose and sulky, and makes rapid strides in the vices of greed and
covetousness.”40 This is the classic image of the noble savage, based on the supposition
that in a state of nature, mankind’s morality is at its purest, having not been subjected to
the constraints and corruptions of civilization.41 The origin of the exact term is contested,
but the set of ideas to which it refers is a longstanding one.42 Clarence described the
“Kaffirs” as “magnificent savages,” but the meaning was the same, although it seemed to
put greater emphasis on physical prowess.43
The physically smaller “Hottentots,” Clarence wrote, with a sharply contrasting
tone, fed on lizards, slugs, penguins, “and such-like disgusting food” in their desperation
40
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of hunger.44 “So feeble is their intellect,” he went on, “and so inert and unambitious their
nature, that it is almost impossible to instill fresh ideas into their minds.”45 The image of
the ignoble savage is that of man in a state of unproductive natural freedom, trapped by a
lack of cultivation that produces an inability to rise above his often repulsive and violent
impulses.46 These formulations do not have clear edges – after all, Clarence wrote of the
violence of the otherwise noble Zulus. Rather, these character types are shades of the
same underlying idea: an irreconcilable opposition to civilization. For example,
Clarence’s mocking comparison of Quagqua with Ulysses emphasized just how unworthy
of a comparison it was, the plural “Penelopes” further demolishing the purity of the
classical model.
Indeed, the Enlightenment idea of human progress, symbolically expressed in the
growth of a child to adulthood, argued for the inevitable development of mankind
through various states of cultural existence, but was defined as a long-term process that
could not come to fruition in the life of an individual.47 Thus, in practical terms, the
savage race might have the potential of civilization, but the individual savage man was
unlikely to be civilized, at least not in full. Thus, behind the rhetorical moral project of
civilizing was the hinted possibility of destruction.48 American writers, for example,
notably Henry Wadsworth Longfellow in his poem “Hiawatha,” celebrated what they saw
as the inevitable vanishing of the American Indian in the face of the rapid march of the
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European.49 Clarence made explicit reference to this possibility of destruction, writing of
the “Kaffirs” that “it is probable (if their constant wars between each other and with the
English, and especially the Dutch frontier settlers, do not lead to their extermination
before they benefit by the instructions of the missionaries and traders) [they] will
hereafter attain to a considerable height of civilization.”50 This height of civilization
could only be attained in the uncertain “hereafter,” a distant, nebulous point in time.
In using race to enframe the troupe as savages, Clarence drew on the field of
anthropology, whose preoccupation was linking physical type with innate racial
character. Clarence emphasized that there was a “vast difference in the physical as well
as the mental capacity” between the “Kaffirs” and the “Hottentots.” He postulated that
“the Hottentots are the true aborigines [of South Africa],” who had given way before the
invasion of a superior race from the north – the “Kaffirs,” whom he suggested might be
the product of an admixture of races, “some having the thick lips, protruding jaw, and
broad flat nose of the Negro; while others show the aquiline nose, straight lip, and
prominent, square forehead of the Caucasian.”51
The modern discipline of anthropology, or the study of humankind, cohered in the
eighteenth century in the works of Carl von Linnaeus.52 In scientific guise, anthropology
often took the form of “proving” the assumptions that Europeans already held about the
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“savage races.” Linnaeus, for example, delineated four main races of man, and attributed
to each certain innate qualities of character. Europeans, he wrote, were governed by laws;
Africans, by caprice.53 By the time Clarence was writing his guidebook, Linnaeus’ four
races had expanded to eight. “Negro” and “Hottentot,” formerly grouped as Africans,
were now considered separate.54 Even as the discipline of anthropology gradually split
into physical anthropology, the study of human biological development, and ethnology,
the study of cultural and societal development, its branches were united by the
assumption that race and character were correlated.55
Anthropologists devised many systems of measurement that aimed to prove this
correlation, taking the European physical type as the standard and assuming that deviance
from that type was correlated with a decrease in intelligence. One such measurement was
facial angle, for which the “prominent, square forehead” of which Clarence wrote was the
“ideal.” Other common measurements included skull shape, cranial capacity, and brain
weight, grouped under the rubric of craniometry. These systems were reasonably
successful at differentiating between members of different races, but only between
individuals who were physically fairly close to their respective idealized types. These
systems consistently failed at gauging intelligence or confirming immutable racial
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difference.56 One more controversial standard was hair type, which divided humankind
into those with “hair” and those with “wool.” Hair type classification was the basis of
publication in America at least as late as 1852, but was usually met with criticism for its
obvious support of slavery.57 Yet, its vocabulary persisted. Clarence, after suggesting the
resemblance of some “Kaffirs” to the Caucasian race, was quick to note that all “have
woolly hair.”58
Thus far in this chapter, I have elaborated the various representational systems by
which the troupe was enframed: cultural tropes of savagery, racial science, and for some
spectators, the expectations of previous ethnological shows they might have seen. Each of
these enframing devices served to define fundamental differences between the audience
and the individuals on stage, enabling their depiction as unchanging specimens by
excluding them, with one broad stroke, from the world of the modern, the civilized, and
the racially fit. A full human who is constantly adapting can hardly be a specimen, but a
savage bound by barbaric custom, or a member of a lower race bound by diminished
intelligence, might serve that scientific purpose.
It is important to emphasize how fundamentally interlinked were these systems of
representation. Science masqueraded as entertainment in popular public dissections, the
subjects of which were usually marginalized on account of social status, physical
disability, or race, denied the sanctity of body which was considered a given for white
Americans.59 Entertainment also masqueraded as science. Sara Baartman’s physical
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characteristics came to be believed by many to be typical of the Hottentot race; Clarence
did not reference Baartman by name, but his source was clear when he wrote, almost fifty
years after Baartman’s exhibition, that Hottentot women were characterized by “an
accumulation of fat over the glutei muscles.”60
Edward Said asks, “Can one divide human reality, as indeed human reality seems
to be genuinely divided, into clearly different cultures, histories, traditions, societies,
even races, and survive the consequences humanly?”61 If the ordering of human relations
by social and scientific “truths” is problematic, then the right to design those “truths” is
naturally a site of contest. Indeed, one particularly important debate in 1860, whose
implications went far beyond science, was that over evolution. Charles Darwin published
On The Origin of Species at the end of 1859, articulating the most convincing argument
yet for evolution, or transmutation, as it was often called, and causing quite a stir in
Cambridge, Massachusetts. The controversy over transmutation often played out in
debates over the descent of man, revealing not only the lack of consensus on the certainty
of classification, but the high stakes involved in determining which representation of the
world and its people would triumph.
Just up the Charles River from Boston and the Aquarial Gardens was Harvard
University, whose faculty included Jeffries Wyman and Louis Agassiz. Wyman was a
modest but accomplished anatomist, whose work included craniometry, though he
recognized some of its methodological flaws.62 Wyman was the president of the Boston
60
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Society of Natural History, and a member of the first faculty of Agassiz’s Museum of
Comparative Zoology.63 Wyman was familiar with James Cutting, proprietor of the
Aquarial Gardens: when an animal died at the Gardens, Cutting often donated its body to
the Society. He disposed of a seal, a flamingo, and several other animals in this manner.64
Wyman, though not a “convert” to the idea of transmutation, quietly welcomed Darwin’s
work, commending the man on the basic integrity of his scientific approach.65
Louis Agassiz had a very different reaction. Agassiz was a brilliant zoologist who
had already achieved fame in his native Switzerland when he emigrated to America,
which he saw as the “land of the future,” envisioning himself as its foremost scientific
authority.66 Every so often he visited the Aquarial Gardens, including once in December
of 1860, when he triumphantly announced the discovery of a new species of anemone.67
The inauguration of the Museum of Comparative Zoology, a little over a month after the
opening of the new Aquarial Gardens, seemed to show Agassiz at the peak of his career:
“as Agassiz enters, a thousand eyes are dimmed with tears, a thousand hearts yearn to
offer him the homage of deepest admiration and gratitude.”68
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Yet, by 1860, Agassiz was increasingly out of step with the currents of scientific
thinking, staunch in his belief in special creationism, the doctrine that held that God had
created the various species deliberately and separately, in what Agassiz termed
“zoological provinces.”69 Agassiz almost single-handedly led the American opposition to
Darwin’s Origin of Species, much to the chagrin of his colleagues, who, though they
respected the great zoologist, recognized in him a reactionary streak and a tendency
towards intellectual bullying.70
While Darwin had not explicitly taken up the question of human racial
differentiation, it had been a subject of debate from the time of the early anthropologists.
Johann Friedrich Blumenbach, who followed closely after Linnaeus, had proposed that
man’s original color was white, and that this had “degenerated” to darker colors.71
Transmutation suggested an inversion, however, placing Africans and other “lower” races
closer to mankind’s origin and explaining their inferiority as evidence of incomplete
development. Most scientists agreed that due to the slow pace of differentiation, by any
mechanism, racial difference was effectively permanent.72
Agassiz often weighed in on the question of the descent of man, despite having a
negligible background in anthropology. Believing that all species, including humans,
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were fixed, Agassiz aligned himself with the school of thought known as polygenism,
which held that mankind was the result of separate, discreet creations.73 Agassiz’s
mastery as a zoologist did not translate to a deep understanding of anthropology, and he
often preferred addressing the public rather than mustering an argument sufficiently well
reasoned to be heard in scientific circles. Thus, he built a public reputation as an expert
on ethnology, even as his blustering opposition to Darwin grated on his colleagues.74
Clarence’s guidebook seemed to show Agassiz’s influence. Clarence devoted a
great amount of space to a discussion of the differences between the “Kaffirs” and the
“Hottentots,” paying particular attention to the ethnologists’ conundrum of “how two
races of mankind – the one so decidedly, mentally and physically, inferior to the other –
could exist in such close neighborhood, on a similar soil and in a similar climate.”
Clarence continued, “it would seem contrary to nature that both can be aborigines of the
same country,” his argument resonating both with “environmentalism” and with
Agassiz’s notion of “zoological provinces.”75 Within Agassiz’s framework any given
species, or any one of the races of man, had been created with the mental and physical
capacity befitting its particular environment; according to environmentalists, a race had
developed to fit its environment, with certain climates producing “inferior” races.76
Neither framework left room for individual adaptation.
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The multiple enframing of the South African exhibition provided visitors a means
through which to interpret what they saw. By reading Clarence’s exhibition guide, they
could develop their understanding beyond the simple entertainments of the stage, learning
about the savage lives and habits of the five men and then fitting this information into the
framework of what seemed to be unshakeable scientific truths. In the same way that
science provided a sense of order to their viewing of the fish and animals, museum
visitors could imagine that it gave order to human relations. The performance, however,
did not end at the edge of the stage. The effectiveness of science as a means to measure
and order human lives was a part of the performance; so too was the representation of
human beings as unchanging specimens. In fact, the South African actors were very
different from the characters they portrayed.
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II
Adaptation

Most American newspapers echoed Cutting and Butler’s advertisements of
African men who were “for the first time brought from their native wilds and deserts,”
and “who had never seen the face of a white man before.” One article, however,
contradicted the proprietors’ claims. Appearing in Philadelphia’s North American and
United States Gazette on September 6, 1860, just days after the troupe had first arrived,
the article quoted the coverage of their departure from South Africa in the Cape Monitor:
Mazocua and John Kotembe are [Z]ulus, the former speaking English very well.
George Andiles, a Fingo, is from the neighborhood of Fort Beaufort; Abraham
Jaar, a Bushman, from the banks of the Orange River, speaks both English and
Dutch a little. Steaurma Jantjes is a Hottentot, and like most others of the party,
speaks Dutch and English. The most of them have been residing for some time at
Port Elizabeth, where they have been engaged in the ordinary pursuits of the
colored races at that place.77
It is readily evident from this article that a significant colonial history was sanitized away
for the sake of the exhibition. These men were not from the forest or desert, but from the
city, and they were laborers. Their names suggest that they might have been Christians,
and, at least, are certainly evidence of long-term contact with Europeans. The image of
the “first encounter” holds powerful sway, however, for as Anne McClintock writes, it is
both “pristine” and the beginning of “an epic metamorphosis.”78
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This chapter, ultimately, is about adaptation. In the rapidly changing environment
of colonial South Africa, adaptation was a necessity for maintaining self-sufficiency –
and survival. African peoples were no more bound to the traditional means of life
ascribed to them by ethnologists than they were bound to the wild interior of European
imagination. In this chapter, I have two main goals.
I regrettably lack evidence about the individual experiences of these men outside
of the context of the exhibition.79 Clifton Crais and Pamela Scully, in their biography of
Sara Baartman, note the challenges of writing about “the defeated and lost,” whose
stories are left only in fragments.80 The approach that these authors employ is to draw on
what little evidence they have and to interpret it based on their knowledge of the
historical context. While I agree with this methodology and take it as a partial model in
this chapter, I am not suggesting that the representations I give can be taken as a valid
substitute for these individual lives. To compensate for a lack of evidence by replacing
the life of an individual with that of the “average” or “typical” person is at best
insufficient, and at worst an injustice. Thus, I aim only to represent the conditions of life
that these men might have experienced, and the historical circumstances that affected the
opportunities available to them.
Second, in the process of developing this representation, I intend to undermine the
assumptions that the guidebook perpetrated – not out of ignorance as much as for
theatrical effect – about the divisibility, despite the realities of colonial society, between
spheres of the “African” and of the “European.” The former was figured as including
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pastoralism, tribalism, and pagan religion, while the latter was depicted as including
settled agriculture, wage labor and Christianity. In fact, Africans negotiated colonialism
by adapting to their circumstances, taking advantage of the new possibilities available for
establishing self-sufficiency without necessarily embracing them. Christianity,
furthermore, was far from being exclusive to colonists. Several prominent instances of
resistance to colonialism were carried out by Christians, or incorporated both traditional
and Christian symbolism.
I emphasize that while the revelation that the exhibition obfuscated some details
of these men’s lives is important evidence for my contention that they were actors, I am
in no way suggesting that they were “fake” in America but “real” in South Africa. I argue
that they were real in both places, negotiating the categories of ethnicity and identity as
they carried out their labor both on the America stage and in urban Port Elizabeth. Since
no part of the theatrical act can really be said to be “true,” I argue that some details in the
character histories were likely inspired by the actual lives of the men, while the rest were
inspired by the larger ethnological representation of South Africa.
For the most part, the names under which these men performed were not the same
as the ones by which they went before departing for America, if the article in the Cape
Monitor may be taken as evidence, yet this does not mean that the men were any less real
during their exhibition. George Andiles performed as “Machaolo the Fingo,” Abraham
Jaar as “Quagqua the Bushman.”81 Steaurma Jantjes the “Hottentot” was an exception:
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his stage name, “Sturmann,” though spelled differently, was recognizably a rendering of
his own name. His last name was never printed during the run of the exhibition.
“Macomo the Kaffir” and “Macuolo the Zulu” are not as easily matched to the actors
who played them – the Cape Monitor named both of the remaining actors, Mazocua and
John Kotembe, as Zulus. One clue is that the sailors of the William G. Anderson were
said to have given “Macuolo” the nickname “John Brown,” which would be somewhat
explained if the actor’s name were John.82 Mazocua, then, performed as “Macomo.”83
This raises an important question: if the actor playing “Macomo,” was not a “Kaffir,”
then what was the “Kaffir bead dance?” It was evidently an ethnological fudging of some
sort. Yet according to all viewers, it was quite impressive, and if it was not a distinct
“Kaffir” practice, it seems to have been distinct to the young man who performed it. Was
it, thus, any less real?
This is why I argue that a theatrical analysis is necessary and productive. The
guidebook reflects the ongoing attempt by European observers to codify the fundamental
characteristics, superstitions, economic practices – the “cultures” – of the various peoples
named in the exhibition. The actors were performing idealized versions of themselves,
undoubtedly providing some details from their own lives, but apparently omitting others
in order to conform to a certain image of “pre-colonial” Africa. It is an important paradox
that if colonialism was sustained by the assumption, by at least some, that European
culture was superior to that of “native” Africa, the latter was nonetheless highly desirable
82
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– or at least highly marketable – when it could be found in that supposedly “pre-colonial”
form, in which it was imagined to represent primitive humanity at its most authentic.84
Passing through Cape Town on his way back to America, John Dillingham responded to
what may have been doubts about the exhibition expressed by South Africans he met.
The Cape Argus reported:
The captain says it might seem improbable that, in a country where there exist
three millions of slaves, a “nigger” will be looked at as a curiosity, but he remarks
that there is such a striking difference between the natives in the interior of Africa
and the coloured races of America, that even the latter will look upon “their dark
skinned cousins” as the greatest curiosities in life.85
Ultimately, it was a question of what the audience would pay to see.

At the Aquarial Gardens, the audience paid not only to see the actors themselves,
but to experience, through them, the wild beauty of the imagined African interior from
which they were supposed to have come. In the guidebook, Clarence described the
dramatic landscape of the Table Land, the vast plateau that begins just north of Cape
Town: “The summit appears like a vast plain, slightly descending northwards,
interspersed here and there with rugged elevations for hundreds of miles…These lofty
plains present a strangely wild, savage, desolate aspect.”86 Later, he depicted the summer
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storms in Natal during which the lightning appeared as a “brilliant pyrotechnic display of
the most gorgeous tints – amethyst, ruby, rose-color, blue, and fiery red – all in one
flash.”87 Employing imagery like this, Clarence crafted an appealing image of the
mythologized African interior as a place of undisturbed natural splendor. In doing so he
took part in a discourse that had long minimized the role of African peoples both as
developers of the land and as participants in colonial societies. This discourse argued that
African peoples were a part of an uncultivated wilderness that waited to be explored.
Two maps printed around 1860 by Samuel Augustus Mitchell of Philadelphia can
give a sense of what was “known” about Africa in the period of the exhibition [Figures
2.1 and 2.2]. In one, a significant portion of the interior is blank, labeled in large print,
“Ethiopia.” The East African portions of the map are less fantastical, showing the recent
“discovery” – rather, the naming by Europeans – of Lake Victoria and the source of the
Nile. In the other, more telling map, which must have come shortly before, almost the
entire center is blank, and is labeled “Unknown Interior.” The interior includes a gigantic
“Inner Sea of Uniamezi” that seems to combine Lake Victoria with several other nearby
bodies of water.88 In both maps, European presence is limited mostly to the coastal zone.
The right to make definitions is an important one, and the contest for the symbolic right
of representation is often a feature of colonial discourse.89 In mapping, and in
“exploring,” Europeans asserted the right to name and to define the African continent and
its peoples, as if only Europeans could bring order to the wilds.
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Figure 2.1 – Samuel Augustus Mitchell, “Map of Africa,” From the New Intermediate Geography.
Philadelphia: E. Yeager, 1860, Historical Map Archive, University of Alabama, Accessed February 25,
2011, http://alabamamaps.ua.edu/historicalmaps/africa/index1851-1875.html.
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Figure 2.2 – Samuel Augustus Mitchell, “Map of Africa, showing its most recent discoveries.”
Philadelphia: W. Williams, 1860, Harvard Map Collection Digital Maps / David Rumsey Map Collection,
Accessed April 5, 2010, http://nrs.harvard.edu/urn-3:hul.ebookbatch.RUMSE_batch:ocm47834573.
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Thus, Clarence’s natural imagery was rooted in a very specific discourse. “The
myth of the virgin land is also the myth of the empty land,” writes McClintock. The
settlement and development of the land by African peoples was figured as insignificant,
such that these lands were considered open for white settlement.90 In common discourse,
African peoples were all but relegated to the realm of nature.91 This is the sinister
resonance of Clarence’s imagery, that it is symptomatic of a fixation on nature that
sanctioned the dispossession of African peoples.
This pattern of discourse did not end with the identification of Africans with
nature, but narrated their role in colonial interaction as one of passivity. If African
societies were located in the sphere of nature, their interactions with modern society were
figured in imbalanced terms. For example, the guidebook described Sturmann’s language
as a “broken, mixed patois” that was for most Europeans “unintelligible.”92 This mixing
of languages was given as evidence of degradation. Where Clarence discussed
Christianity, he dwelled on individuals’ supposedly “confused” understanding of the
religion, rather than allowing that the men could be occupying a site of cultural
negotiation from which they could interpret Christianity with a divergent but equally
valid logic.93 Monica Wilson and Leonard Thompson put it another way, arguing that the
dominant discourse on change in African society has focused on “loss” or “civilization”,
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rather than “adaptability” – denying Africans agency in the changes occurring in their
communities.94
Anne McClintock describes the helpful concept of “anachronistic space,” which is
in her words, “prehistoric, atavistic and irrational, inherently out of place in the historical
time of modernity.”95 In the exhibition, this conceptualization was embodied in the space
of the African village – the native interior. It was figured as a site of stasis, fundamentally
separated from the “outside world.” In replacing Port Elizabeth, Clarence gave no name
to his characters’ villages, and almost no geographic specificity. In his character histories,
it was as if time only began when Captain Dillingham appeared.96
The village space was also gendered in a way that granted both men and women a
very circumscribed personhood. The village was a feminized domestic space. Clarence
provided several examples of women – such as Quagqua’s “Penelopes” – waiting
patiently for their men to return. The theatre critic continued this gendered ordering,
imagining that mother of the “tall Kaffir” was waiting for her son “in her simple and
patient life, drawing water and weaving mats,” and also that “the young maidens of his
village will wait with anxious eyes for his return.”97
In contrast, the excursion from the village was masculinized, taking the form of
expeditions of trade, hunting or war. The guidebook fixated on manhood: Macomo’s
“bosom burnt with military ardor” as he hoped to become a “brave”; Machaolo had
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already “signalized himself a warrior.”98 In the narrative of the exhibition, the characters’
journey to America functioned as an extension of these “native” efforts at achieving
manhood, and the stage became an equally masculinized space, dominated, as it was, by
war and hunting dances – all in front of an audience that marveled at the actors’
musculature.99
In the discussion of manhood, the guidebook presented an ethnological measure.
Clarence wrote that “Kaffir” men displayed their “ripe manhood” by shaving their hair
into an ornamental ring. “Until he is married and independent,” the guidebook explained,
“he wears his hair long and fuzzy, as those here present.” 100 The implication was that
none of the characters, yet, were fully men, as if the hair-ring were the only way for them
to “signalize” their manhood, and as if manhood were even a stable concept.101 Each of
the peoples of South Africa had certain notions of adulthood, and manhood.102 For
individuals, however, what ethnologists defined as traditional practices did not set the
limits of personhood.

“South Africa,” in the contemporary terminology, was interchangeably used with
“Southern Africa” to represent not a single political entity but rather the region around
the Cape of Good Hope [Figure 2.3]. Clarence had attempted to capture a romanticized
98
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Figure 2.3 – Keith Johnston, “Southern Africa, comprising Cape Colony, Natal, &c.”
Edinburgh: William Blackwood and Sons, 1861.
Historical Map Archive, University of Alabama, Accessed February 25, 2011,
http://alabamamaps.ua.edu/historicalmaps/africa/central-southafrica_1850-1885.html
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“pre-colonial” image of South Africa, in which the “natives” lived in a stable tribal order.
In reality, African peoples’ long histories of interaction, multiple networks of affiliation,
and continual adaptation were not adequately reflected by the narrow and rigid concept of
ethnicity. 103 Furthermore, by 1860 there were few African peoples living in the region
who were not in some way affected by colonialism.
The Cape Colony, with its capital at Cape Town, had changed possession several
times, but had been under the control of Great Britain since the beginning of the
nineteenth century. While the language of administration and commerce was English, a
sizable portion of the population spoke Dutch.104 Many Africans worked in the Cape
Colony, whether in colonial cities and towns, in their own settled communities, or as
migrant laborers. The Khoikhoi (often labeled as “Hottentots”) had largely integrated into
the Colony, lending the term “Hottentot” to an amorphous laboring underclass that also
included the descendants of freed slaves, Europeans, and San, the latter of whom were
often labeled as “Bushmen.”105 The members of this colonial class, many of whom spoke
Dutch, gradually came to be known as “coloured.”106 Steaurma Jantjes, a “Hottentot,”
and Abraham Jaar, a “Bushman,” had Dutch names and were said to speak both Dutch
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and English. Their names are certainly evidence of significant colonial interaction.107
Still, one South African newspaper, presumably referring to Abraham Jaar, said to be
from the Orange River along the northern frontier, had reported that the troupe included
“one thorough Bushman,” a phrase evocative of the sensationalized image Europeans had
of the hunting lifestyle of the San people.108
Along the eastern frontier, the Mfengu (“Fingos”), a Xhosa-speaking people
descended from refugees fleeing the Zulu mfecane, had also largely integrated into the
Colony.109 The favored allies of the British, they made up a significant portion of
colonial auxiliary troops.110 Fort Beaufort, from which George Andiles was said to have
come, was an important frontier bastion; according to one account, “perhaps there is no
finer military position on the whole line of the frontier.”111 While the Mfengu had been a
somewhat distinct group within Xhosa society, “Fingo” was a loose colonial labor
category, and included many Xhosa (otherwise labeled as “Kaffirs”) who did not trace
their lineage back to the original refugees.112 Many Xhosa came to the Colony looking
for work for more limited periods, but in the 1850s, in the wake of the devastations of the
107
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“Kaffir War,” epidemic cattle-lungsickness, and the millenarian Cattle-Killing
movement, huge numbers sought permanent dwelling and employment in the colony.113
Massive rural settlement and extensive trade meant that even peoples outside of
the immediate gravity of colonial population centers, or beyond colonial borders, were
sure to have had contact with “outsiders.”114 For example, by the mid-nineteenth century,
the independent Xhosa chiefdoms had extensively adapted horses and muskets for
hunting as well as warfare. Some of their horses were stolen, speaking to another type of
long-standing interaction: the raids that went back and forth between Africans and
European settlers.115 The Zulu Kingdom on the eastern coast had extensive ties to the
nearby British Colony of Natal, and many Zulus took up labor in Port Natal, as John
Kotembe and Mazocua may have done. The Zulus had a tense relationship with the
Dutch Voortrekkers, or frontier settlers, but King Mpande had come to power with Dutch
assistance. The Zulu Kingdom had previously been consolidated by Shaka in the mfecane
of the 1820s from numerous smaller entities. The centralized military and the Zulu
language were used to unite the domain against encroachment both by other African
peoples and by European settlers.116
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Thus, in colonial South Africa, identity was multifaceted and transitive. The ways
in which African individuals mapped their own networks of affiliation were very
different from the rigid ethnic classifications delineated by the colonists. Yet, in the
context of labor, the performance of identity in accordance with those rigid categories
was a useful means of adaptation, and even a source of power.
Port Elizabeth, the city that was a home to the actors before they came to
America, lay four hundred miles to the east of Cape Town. It was “a barren, desolatelooking place,” wrote one traveler. “The town lies scattered along the inhospitable shore,
upon which beats ceaselessly and sullenly the heavy dangerous surf.”117 Port Elizabeth
was founded in 1820 to help strengthen the frontier; the surrounding area had once been
home to Khoikhoi and Xhosa. Over the next forty years Port Elizabeth developed from a
small community into a major commercial port, considered by some to be “the New York
of the Cape.”118 The effects of this rapid development were not only felt in the immediate
vicinity of the coast. Port Elizabeth, like Cape Town, anchored an extensive economic
network stretching into the interior. British merchant houses based in the city provided
credit to farmers and subsequently benefited from their yields. An influx of British capital
to South Africa in the 1840s and 1850s keyed an economic boom that led wool
production to skyrocket throughout the countryside. Saul Dubow describes the 1850s as
“a period of unprecedented growth for Cape wool farming.”119 On the back of its wool
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exports, Port Elizabeth established its preeminence, its total trade surpassing that of Cape
Town in 1856.120
Like any city, Port Elizabeth relied on a large labor force, a large proportion of
whom were Africans. Lacking a proper port, Port Elizabeth relied on a cohort of beach
laborers who loaded and unloaded goods and passengers by way of small vessels known
as surf-boats. The laborers pulled the surf-boats to and from the anchorage with a system
of ropes and often had to wade ashore carrying heavy burdens on their shoulders.
Initially, Khoikhoi men worked these jobs, but by 1840 they had been largely supplanted
by newly-arrived Mfengu.121 George Andiles might have worked on the beach, if he
identified as a part of the Mfengu community. Africans also worked on the ox-wagons
that carried passengers and goods between towns. Each wagon was guided by a “‘foer
louper,’ or runner, generally a Fingo or Hottentot boy.”122 Clarence wrote that
“Sturmann” had worked as a hunting guide, and a later source claimed that he “used to
drive a wagon.”123 It is likely that Steaurma Jantjes worked both of these jobs at some
point.
While employers, especially the boating companies, relied on workers living in
proximity to their places of work, there were plenty of European residents in Port
Elizabeth who preferred to maintain distance between themselves and their African
neighbors. A.J. Christopher relates that while other British colonial cities like Singapore
were characterized by carefully planned ethnic divisions, “at first no such grand plan was
120
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envisaged at Port Elizabeth as the town was not expected to grow to metropolitan
proportions.”124 Thus the experience of African and other immigrant communities in the
city was characterized by the tension between economic and social relations.
In 1834, the London Missionary Society had established a location, or township,
for its Khoikhoi congregation, located half a mile outside of the town center.125 This
“Hottentot Location,” included a burial ground, seeming to acknowledge the residents’
long-term membership in the community even as they were pushed to the periphery.126
Abraham Jaar and Steaurma Jantjes may have lived in the Hottentot Location, and their
European names suggest that they might have been members of the London Mission
Society church.
The Mfengu, when they first arrived in Port Elizabeth, had built a series of
informal settlements in the hills above the town, as well as by the beach. In 1855,
however, the municipal government established the so-called “Native Strangers
Location,” a plot adjacent to the Hottentot Location to which the majority of Mfengu
were moved under duress. This nomenclature, Christopher writes, “was indicative of the
official concept that the indigenous Blacks were only a temporary part of the urban
population.”127 Unlike the Hottentot Location, developed by missionaries, the Native
Strangers Location was for laborers, and was not designed with any notion of community
in mind. It is possible that George Andiles lived in the Native Strangers Location,
although he also might have lived in one of the informal settlements that sprang up
constantly, even after the Location’s establishment. Mazocua and John Kotembe, who
124
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presumably had come from Zululand, might have rented land in one of these settlements
if they were not part of one of the officially recognized “ethnic” communities.
An image emerges of the ‘city’ not as a stable entity but as a cycle of economic
integration and social alienation, yet also as a space of social reconstitution, in the diverse
communities that continually developed outside of the official control of colonial
authorities. Not surprisingly, however, not all Africans wanted to be permanent residents.
Many Mfengu left the city once they had accumulated enough wealth. “Having hoarded
up their wages,” wrote an observer, “the Fingos convert them into cattle, and when these
accumulate into a sufficient stock, they leave service altogether, to enjoy the fruits of
their labor.”128 Investing their earnings in cattle was a way for individuals to “buy out” of
the wage economy and resist wholesale integration. In the traditions of most African
peoples in South Africa, marriage was the confirming act of adulthood, and the
agreements between families usually included an exchange of livestock or labor; some
individuals entered the wage economy with the intent of leaving and pursuing a
traditional marriage, and had little intent to be trapped as members of the labor class.129
Indeed, with far fewer Africans being willing to take up long term wage labor
than farmers and merchants would have liked, all of the Cape suffered from a persistent
labor shortage during this period.130 In Port Elizabeth, Mfengu beach workers leveraged
their position shrewdly, successfully striking for better wages in 1846 and again in 1854,
showing that they could adapt to the circumstances of urban labor and employ their laborbased identity for their own benefit. One observer complained, “their wages… are
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exorbitantly high, but they know their power.”131 Their situation changed during the
Cattle-Killing, when huge numbers of desperate Xhosa entered the Cape Colony looking
for work. By 1858, some 34,000 Xhosa were working in the Cape Colony. 132 This influx
alleviated the overall labor shortage and, additionally, broke the Mfengu monopoly on
beach labor. The Mfengu strike of 1857 actually ended with a reduction in wages. The
Mfengu resented the new arrivals, and numerous fights broke out on the beach, feeding
into an image of ethnic rivalry that Europeans hoped to exploit.133
Urban sociologists have argued that ethnic consciousness often flourished in
workplaces where jobs were delegated along ethnic lines, giving the frustrations of labor
an ethnic vocabulary. 134 Certainly, many colonists in Port Elizabeth encouraged this
process by organizing labor according to their categories of ethnicity.135 Yet, the
supposedly authoritative criteria of ethnicity frequently proved surprisingly mutable. For
one thing, the imprecision of contemporary observers makes it difficult to assume
complete equivalency between nineteenth century terms and their accepted modern
replacements. Monica Wilson and Leonard Thompson write that of the common false
assumptions made by scholars of South African history, “perhaps the most misleading of
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all – is that physical type, language, and economy are necessarily correlated.”136
Contemporary observers applied the same ethnic terms based on any of these three
criteria, and as a result the historical record is sometimes contradictory.
The modern replacements of “Hottentot” and “Bushman” – Khoikhoi and San –
are primarily linguistic labels, although historically Khoikhoi speakers were primarily
herders, and San primarily hunters. Yet some Khoikhoi-speaking bands that hunted were
described in their time as “Bushmen,” the observer making the distinction based on
economy rather than language.137 The “Hottentot,” writes Elizabeth Elbourne, “was at
least partially a labour category,” and so-called “Hottentot” communities were defined
more by their colonial status than by any test of linguistic affiliation.138 “Hottentot” was
also a racial term, as I indicated in Chapter One, and was applied broadly to people of
Khoikhoi and San descent. Interestingly, Clarence described “Sturmann the Hottentot” as
a member of a hunting band, depicting a lifestyle more in line with popular images of the
“Bushmen.” If Steaurma Jantjes was originally from a hunting band anything like
Sturmann’s, then it is hard to know of which language group he was a part.
The Mfengu, or “Fingos,” are another particularly telling case. Most historians
have held that the Mfengu were originally refugees who fled the area around Natal during
the mfecane, settled initially among the Xhosa, and ultimately moved into the Cape
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Colony, seeking refuge and employment.139 The supposed cry of the refugees,
“siyamfenguza” (“we seek work”), is one proposed explanation for their name. This
origin, however, is the topic of significant scholarly debate.140 What all recent scholarship
agrees on is that origin aside, Mfengu identity was not solely ethnic, and as a result was
dynamic. Whether or not mfecane refugees ever cried out for work, in the Cape Colony, it
was work rather than a common origin that defined the “Fingo.” As favored colonial
subjects, “Fingos” were sometimes given passes that allowed them to move and work
more freely within the Colony’s borders. Problematically, Mfengu and Xhosa were
almost indistinguishable to colonial officials, for they spoke the same language and had
no consistent physical differences. Many Xhosa successfully applied for passes and
became official “Fingos.”141 Thus, the conflict on the beaches of Port Elizabeth between
the established Mfengu and the Xhosa fleeing the ravages of the Cattle-Killing cannot be
satisfactorily explained as an “ethnic rivalry.” In the guidebook, Clarence wrote, rather
vaguely, “The Fingos possess a government and laws much resembling those of the Zulus
and other Kaffir tribes.”142 In truth, they were a people defined not by a distinct “native”
tradition, but by their association with the Cape Colony. If George Andiles was a Mfengu
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originally from Fort Beaufort, then he may have gone on a war expedition like his
character “Machaolo,” but he most likely fought on the side of the British.143
The case of the Mfengu is an important example of South African peoples
adapting to the changing circumstances of colonialism, and even subverting colonial
classifications. Another example can be found in the embrace of Christianity. During
moments of opposition to colonial rule, some South African peoples combined
Christianity with traditional beliefs, and in other cases, they voiced their grievances in
distinctly Christian terms. Many examples run against the orthodox narrative of “the
pagan reaction,” an irrational, reactionary opposition to the ongoing process of
“civilization through mingling.”144 In other words, Christianity was not bound in the
European “sphere,” but was equally claimed by Africans.
Christianity played a crucial role in the “Kaffir War,” in which George Andiles
may have fought. The war broke out in 1850 when the Cape governor, Sir Harry Smith,
attempted to depose a principal Xhosa chief who had refused to cooperate in the
apprehension of a wanted witch-finder named Mlanjeni, although to some extent Smith’s
action was just a pretense.145 Yet, when the war broke out, the Xhosa were joined by the
“Hottentots” of the Kat River Settlement – most of whom were Christians, and many of
whom had been leaders in conversion efforts among other African communities. The Kat
143
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River Settlement had been established years earlier to serve as a buffer zone between the
Colony and the Xhosa. Its residents had no interest in seeing their homes burnt again, and
they had no interest in serving in the military, since many of them had received no pay
the last time they were called for duty. Instead, they rose up in rebellion in a shocking
rebuke to the Colony.146
Christianity was an important force in the Kat River community during the war,
with church services acting as a site both for comfort and for the articulation of
grievances. During one such service, two preachers gave sermons featuring radically
different interpretations of the Book of Isaiah, one arguing for peace while the other
spoke of the destruction of the enemies of Israelites. In a later conversation with one of
these preachers, who related the exchange, a young man framed the uprising in the light
of the biblical destruction of the Canaanites, his argument being that “the English must
leave the country.”147 Knowingly or not, the rebel was echoing a former British
magistrate, who in a famous speech had also cited the fate of the Canaanites, in his case
as proof that “God at times wills it that one race should summarily make room for
another.”148 In contrast, Clarence wrote that the “Hottentots” were “totally at a loss to
comprehend the mysteries of religion.”149
The African embrace of Christianity cannot be analyzed only in terms of the
“pure” form of the religion. Indeed, the Xhosa Cattle-Killing movement was a dynamic
synthesis of meaningful elements from both Christian and Xhosa traditions that arose as a
direct response to the lungsickness epidemic. For the Xhosa, not only carried spiritual
146
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significance but were traditional social currency, especially for marriage. Thus, the
destruction of the Xhosa herds by lungsickness was devastating on a broad scale.
Nongqawuse, the movement’s central prophetess, ordered that all surviving cattle should
be killed in anticipation of the imminent rising of the dead, who would bring new,
healthy herds and expel the Europeans. Although rooted in traditional Xhosa beliefs, the
movement drew heavily on Christian themes and imagery. Mhlakaza, or William Goliath,
leader of the movement and uncle to the prophetess Nongqawuse, was a baptized
Methodist. Furthermore, according to Nongqawuse, the returning dead would be lead by
a figure named Sifuba-sibanzi (“The Broad-Chested One”), who has no clear root in
Xhosa tradition. In the modern day, this title is a name for Jesus Christ.150 The
combination of traditional and Christian beliefs does not effect the perversion of the
latter, but can be a meaningful synthesis designed to respond to very particular
circumstances.151
It is difficult to place where the actors stood in relation to Christianity. The
majority had European names, suggesting an ongoing relationship with religious
communities. Clarence wrote that “Macomo’s” ideas of Christianity were “somewhat
confused,” but admitted that he could read the Bible “with a tolerable degree of
facility.”152 Regardless of whether Mazocua, the actor who played “Macomo,” was a
Christian, it is clear that Christianity was a part of the fabric of colonial life, and certainly
150
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neither the exclusive province of white colonists nor a mystery that Africans could not
comprehend.
Far from being the passive recipients of colonialism, indigenous South Africans
understood and engaged with the changes happening in their communities. I do not intend
to belittle any of the inequalities inherent in colonialism, nor to present experiences like
the Cattle-Killing as anything less than tragic. Rather, it is especially because of the great
disruptions of colonialism that adaptation was so necessary. Paradoxically, colonial
policy was informed by notions of inherent difference and rigid identity that were
continually undermined by the realities of colonial life.
For the members of the troupe, working as actors and performing ethnic identity
on stage might have seemed like a lucrative pursuit, a short-term engagement not unlike
the labor they had taken on in Port Elizabeth – an engagement that would enable them to
bring back money either to Port Elizabeth or to their home territories. In his character
sketches, Clarence depicted the actors’ motivation of monetary gain in a simplistic,
caricatured fashion, rather than locating the actors as part of a larger labor network.
Indeed, the Cape Monitor’s report on the troupe’s examination by the authorities in Cape
Town is particularly telling:
They appear healthy and happy, and are evidently satisfied with the prospect
before them. Their engagements have been made in due form, in the presence of
Mr. Campbell, the Civil Commissioner at [Port Elizabeth], and the Hon. Mr.
Porter, our Attorney-general, has, we are informed, taken the necessary steps to
ensure that they to not become slaves in America, as some of our fellow colonists
have feared they might. We understand he will, by the mail, communicate with
the British Consul at Boston on the subject, and inform him of the nature of the
contract into which they have entered with Capt. Dillingham, and that, as British
subjects, they will be under the Consul’s protection.153
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Far from being primitive, anachronistic savages who were discovered by an enterprising
sea captain, the actors traveled as British subjects, and were protected by British law
against any threat of enslavement – this detail a telling indication of how America was
viewed abroad. Furthermore, their contract with Captain Dillingham was formal and
official: they agreed to perform, and to work.
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III
The Irrepressible

In December of 1860, halfway through the South African troupe’s tour, South
Carolina seceded from the United States, bringing the national crisis over slavery to an
alarming pitch. Northern newspapers closely followed the escape of Major Robert
Anderson from Fort Moultrie to Fort Sumter, where he would remain for months during
the tense approach to war.154 In cities across the North, the customary salute of guns fired
on the anniversary of the Battle of New Orleans took on new significance, as it did in
Oswego, where “a national salute was fired here at noon in honor of Gen. Jackson’s
firmness in resisting nullification in 1832, and Maj. Anderson’s heroic conduct in
resisting it in 1860.”155 Though it was a time of great preoccupations, it was nevertheless
the holiday season in New York, and there were tickets that needed to be sold.
“Notwithstanding the ‘CRISIS,’ the ‘PANIC,’ and the talk of ‘SECESSION,’”
wrote P.T. Barnum in his “Holiday Card” to the public, there was “not the slightest
diminution in the IMMENSE CROWDS” which flocked to his American Museum.156
With the introduction of a handful of new “curiosities” to complement his already
expansive program, Barnum endeavored to put on a good show. Among the new arrivals
were the “Aborigines of South Africa,” whom Barnum re-dubbed the “Wild African
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Savages,” visiting New York for a holiday engagement. The American Museum had
stood for many years in lower Manhattan, a longstanding fixture in the world of popular
entertainment that under Barnum’s management had become legendary [Figure 3.1].157
Henry Butler, one of the two proprietors of the Aquarial Gardens, was an associate of
Barnum’s, and their history of collaboration explains the exhibition’s move to New
York.158 Despite the more sensational name he gave them, Barnum still enframed the
troupe as an ethnological attraction, emphasizing their foreign origin. A man by the name
of Caldicott gave accompanying lectures; according to different sources he was either
raised in “Kaffraria” by missionary parents or was a former companion of David
Livingstone. Somewhat ambiguously, one newspaper told that Caldicott was “not the
least part of the entertainment.”159 The exhibition was a success, soon becoming the
American Museum’s “chief attraction,” a significant distinction.160 The troupe shared
their time in the museum with a multitude of sensational acts and exotic human
curiosities, some with similar claims to foreign origin, such as the “Aztec Children” and
the “Albino Family from Madagascar.” A triumphant Barnum touted his holiday
extravaganza as “the first great installment of the ‘Living Congress of Nations.’”161
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Figure 3.1 – Barnum’s American Museum, “Barnum’s American Museum: The Wonder of
America!” Poster c. 1860, Poster Collection, PR-055, New-York Historical Society.
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Barnum, always theatrical, took the opportunity to reenact a scene of the progress
of civilization. He brought the troupe to the Astor Library in Manhattan, and made sure
their visit was described in the newspapers:
As the power of conveying ideas by printing or writing is a matter of
astonishment and mystery to these wild savages, they were doubly amazed at the
immense collection of printed books and manuscripts exhibited to them. On being
shown pictures of African tribes, including their own, they were greatly delighted,
and on viewing some of their animals they immediately began to imitate the
sounds peculiar to each species.162
The “gift of learning” was a recurring trope in the imagery of civilization, as in the
Samuel Jennings painting “Liberty Displaying the Arts and Sciences,” in which a white
female figure of Liberty presents books to grateful benighted Africans [Figure 3.2].163
Barnum’s reenactment of this trope encapsulated the South African exhibition’s conceit
that civilization could be demonstrated both by reciprocal self-definition – that is, as the
opposite of savagery – and through the moral cause of offering guidance and
enlightenment. This optimistic envisioning of America’s relationship to the world was a
highly selective one at a time of national crisis.
This chapter addresses how P.T. Barnum, normally a lover of controversy and
“humbug,” enframed the New York exhibition of five African men as a purely
ethnological spectacle – a spectacle that was exclusively about Africa – when the longsmoldering American conflict over slavery was breaking out into war. Though the
exhibition offered audience members an optimistic vision of America and its civilizing
power, the troupe had arrived at a time of great internal conflict, not only over slavery as
162
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Figure 3.2 – Samuel Jennings, “Liberty displaying the arts and sciences,” 1792,
ARTstor, Accessed February 4, 2011, http://nrs.harvard.edu/urn-3:FHCL:17866.
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an institution, but also over the future of America’s African population and over the
racial and cultural identity of the nation – or, perhaps, nations. In America, the
performance of racialized characters offered a site of negotiation for these urgent debates
of the day. Rather than being received as specimens who demonstrated a “prior truth” of
South Africa, the troupe and their performances seemed to remind Americans of the
national crisis, and these resonances undermined not only the staging of a “first
encounter” but the notion of America as a civilizing force.

When the South African troupe debuted at the American Museum on December
21, 1860, they performed in the “Moral Lecture Room,” with viewers packed into three
levels of seating overlooking the stage [Figure 3.3].164 Immediately, their exhibition was
met with doubt. One newspaper mentioned “quibbles” about their authenticity, seemingly
about whether the performers were actually from South Africa. 165 P.T. Barnum was a
notorious trickster. It would be an understatement to say that the public mistrusted him,
but the consistent popularity of his acts is evidence that trust, in the conventional sense,
was a priority neither for the showman nor for most of his customers.166 Barnum
presented a give-and-take of fact and fiction, catering to everyone from the most gullible,
ready to believe, to the would-be detective hoping to spot the illusion. When he was at his
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Figure 3.3 – Avery and Chapin, “Interior view of the lecture room of the American Museum, New York,”
1853, from Ballou’s Pictorial Drawing-Room Companion, New York Public Library
Mid-Manhattan Library Picture Collections Online, Accessed February 25, 2011,
http://digital.nypl.org/mmpco/browseFTresults.cfm?&trg=2&image_id=800353&title=Interior View Of
The Lecture Room.
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best, everything he presented was an occasion for public debate.167 James Cook argues it
was a tenet of Barnum’s that “no producers of such entertainment who wanted to stay in
business for long simply fooled their viewers without also drawing attention to the act of
fooling – or at least the possibility thereof.”168 In essence this was to call attention to the
act of performance as well, and to playfully question the notion that simple sensory
perception could determine the ‘real.’
Indeed, Barnum was hard-pressed to deny his own history, with which the public
was very familiar. The great showman was as much a character as his performers,
thriving by exploiting what Eric Fretz calls the “pliant and adorned nature of self.”169 It is
hard to be certain where he personally stood on any particular issue, but in his show
career he excelled at displays that exploited the ambiguities and gray areas of race,
enabling, if they did not outright support, degrading speech and racial aggression.170
Many of the displays of “human curiosities” for which he was famous both relied on and
in turn gave weight to particular racial assumptions.171
Barnum’s start as a showman came in 1835, when he toured with Joice Heth, an
167
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elderly slave woman from Kentucky who claimed to be the 161-year old former nurse of
George Washington.172 Certainly, many thought this was a preposterous claim, but of
those who believed in Heth’s miraculous longevity, many took it as a sign of biological
difference between blacks and whites.173 Heth’s legal status – whether she was free or
enslaved – was also controversial. Neither Barnum’s recollections nor the historical
record make clear whether he had purchased the right to exhibit Heth, or Heth herself,
from her previous exhibitor.174 Due to this ambiguity, the abolitionist clergy of
Providence were in an uproar until Barnum insisted that the tour was actually an
abolitionist benefit, raising money to free Heth’s grandchildren who were still enslaved in
Kentucky. Benjamin Reiss argues that Barnum showed an incredible ability to adapt to
changing circumstances, “even to draw on such potential disruptions as a new source of
energy and publicity,” though that could manifest in unscrupulous deceit and a
willingness to encourage racial assumptions.175
Not long before he hosted the South African troupe, Barnum introduced the
character of “What Is It? Or, Man-Monkey.” Barnum enacted a burlesque of the newly
prominent evolutionary science and trumpeted “What Is It?” as a “missing-link” recently
captured in the African jungle, with the classification of “nondescript.”176 William Henry
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Johnson, a mentally handicapped African-American man from New Jersey, initially
performed the role, often wearing a fur suit.177 James Cook asks, “If man was perhaps
descended from animals, what were the implications of suggesting that the ‘proof’ of this
descent had the face of ‘a full blooded African?’”178 Clearly, there were strong
suggestions of racial inferiority in this casting choice, which Mark E. Neely calls a
“signal contribution to the racist atmosphere.”179 Controversy and ambiguity worked to
Barnum’s benefit, as he engaged the viewer to look with a more careful eye, but he
presented a corporeal spectacle that was ultimately compelling whether the viewer
believed the explanation or not.180
With the South African troupe, in a departure from his usual embrace of
controversy, Barnum aimed to put it aside completely. To that end, he widely reprinted a
letter, signed by Professor Louis Agassiz, which supported his claims. The letter began:
It gives me pleasure to testify that I have direct information regarding Capt.
Dillingham’s trip to South Africa, not only from himself but from a scientific
friend of mine residing at Capetown, Africa, and for whom I had given a letter of
introduction to Capt. Dillingham. I have learned from that gentleman that Capt.
Dillingham went to Algoa Bay (Africa) and thence into the interior, where he
obtained the African natives he has brought back with him.181
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Agassiz was perhaps as well trusted as Barnum was mistrusted, and his letter had the
desired effect: challenges about the troupe’s authenticity immediately ceased. A day after
the letter first circulated, a newspaper declared, “Their identity is established beyond a
shadow of a doubt by the highest ethnological authority.”182 The success of the
exhibition, from the beginning, had rested on the performance of science as truth, so in
contrast to attractions like Joice Heth or “What Is It?,” there was nothing to be gained
here from doubt. Agassiz, in his address to the public, was performing as a scientific and
ethnological authority, a role that suited his own ends.183
Yet, the great authority on science weighed in on morality as well, lest the
controversy spread to issues other than authenticity. Agassiz’s letter went on:
I am further informed these natives were shipped with the knowledge and consent
of the local authorities, and that nothing was done in securing them that would be
objectionable either in a moral point of view or with reference to the laws of
nations.
Readers would have understood this vague language as a defense against accusations of
slave trading, of the kind that John Dillingham had faced in Cape Town.184 Agassiz
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mounted his defense, however, by portraying the troupe not as laborers who had agreed
to a contract but as specimens. While he wrote of “securing” the men, and of how they
were “shipped,” the journey was to be considered a scientific collection. Agassiz’s
careful language greatly differed with that of newspaper articles such as one from the
previous October, whose headline – “Imported Negroes in Boston” – had clear
resonances with slave trading.185 In a larger sense, Agassiz used his scientific weight to
distance the exhibition from American slavery and its associated conflicts, his
ethnological enframing displacing its meaning to South Africa and away from America.
In marketing the exhibition, neither Barnum nor Cutting and Butler ever made what
would seem an obvious appeal, that Americans familiar with the African race would
benefit from seeing ‘still-native’ examples. They seem to have preferred to avoid the
comparison altogether, but that did not stop the public from making the link themselves.
While the New York newspapers accepted the troupe’s authenticity on the basis
of Agassiz’s endorsement, they seemed to take issue with another of Barnum’s claims,
that the South Africans represented “tribes of the human race which have never before
been seen in America.”186 As far as some were concerned, they were actually quite
familiar. “The Prince of showmen,” one reviewer wrote, had cleverly engineered the
exhibition because he had “an eye to the prime cause of our national woes – the
Africans.”187 Another issued an even more determined condemnation:
The present week promises to eclipse all the past glories of Barnum, for, in
addition to his usual attractions he has secured five distinct specimens of the
African race, namely, the Hottentot, the Zulu, the Kaffir, the Bushman and the
Abolitionist. These are especially interesting at the present time, when the
185
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irrepressible nigger shares with Barnum the attention of the public.188
To contradict Barnum’s boast, the first reviewer had only to gesture to the double
meaning of “the Africans,” refusing to distinguish between its references.189 The second
reviewer located the exhibition’s meaning completely in the American context, turning
Barnum’s “Fingo” into an “Abolitionist,” and declaring that “the African tribes” were
just another version of the “irrepressible nigger” that they already knew so well. Black
abolitionists, many of them former slaves like Frederick Douglass, were a familiar stage
presence in America, challenging the institution of slavery by recounting the horrors of
their own experiences. Douglass often had to struggle with white abolitionists for control
of his own public persona. He was intent to present himself both on stage and in images
as intelligent and determined, while some of those who promoted his speeches felt he
should appear friendlier and speak with “a little of the plantation manner of speech” for
the sake of “authenticity.”190 Thus, to replace the “Fingo” with an “Abolitionist” was to
equate orators like Douglass with “savages” being displayed by white showmen.191
Irrepressibility is the impossibility of being contained. The term “irrepressible”
was applied to P.T. Barnum as a marker of his ability to capture the attention of the
public – he was a man not to be ignored. One reviewer, writing at the end of the squabble
over authenticity, had described the South African troupe as “authentic and irrepressible
188
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to the last degree,” seemingly conveying the same meaning, that they were a compelling
and attractive spectacle.192 Yet it also suggested that they were authentic specimens of an
original “wildness,” that they could not be contained because they could be neither tamed
nor domesticated.
For America, the long history of interaction with Africa, of which slavery was the
strongest evidence, was also irrepressible – it could neither be ignored nor contained,
especially not while Major Anderson waited in Fort Sumter for a war over slavery to
begin. Barnum’s neatly presented scene of civilization in the Astor Library was very
much out of step with the national mood, which held that civilization was under a great
threat. Diarist George Templeton Strong had summed up the feeling amongst his social
circle: “Prophesyings of panic and crisis, and of still worse calamity, are heard in our
streets. But people try to amuse themselves.” An extravagant dinner that Strong attended,
however, put him in mind of declining Rome, in “the days when the Empire was in
decadence.”193 A letter written to William Lloyd Garrison’s Liberator put the situation in
different terms. There was an “irrepressible conflict” within the nation, the letter argued,
“between the Civilization of the Free and the Barbarism of the Slave States.”194

P.T. Barnum had offered his Museum as a place of refuge from the national crisis,
but his “Wild African Savages” evidently did not help the public forget what was
churning outside the Museum’s walls. For one reviewer, writing shortly after Christmas,
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the troupe’s visit seemed to be a reminder of the importance of social – and racial –
boundaries. The reviewer wrote, “the wild Africans are very good things to see in the
museum, but are hardly a quartette that you would care about receiving a New Year’s call
from.” He continued, these “eminent specimens of humanity will be at home, or, more
properly, will not be at home, but will nevertheless be receiving calls on Tuesday.”195
Tuesday was New Year’s Day. The reviewer invited readers to make a New Year’s call
to the American Museum, which stood in for the Africans’ domestic space, but made
clear that the reverse would be very undesirable. In other words, the actors were welcome
in America only so long as they stayed within the confines of the museum and made no
claim on a social existence. The troupe’s tour in America was framed by the promise that
they would be returned home at its conclusion, so the American public could be confident
that they would not have to live with the “Wild African Savages” in the years ahead. But
the same assurance was not as easily gained with regards to America’s own African
population.
In 1860, there were just shy of four million slaves in America, whose labor in the
cotton fields had been crucial to the Market Revolution, a period of rapid economic
development that began around 1800. Significantly, American commerce had become
increasingly interconnected during this period, and the North had come to rely heavily on
Southern cotton.196 In Louisiana, Mississippi, and Alabama, increased cotton production
had been enabled by the forced removal of numerous American Indian nations; as a
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result, Ronald Takaki describes, many Americans viewed the combination of commercial
development and the extension of the national border as proof of the advance of
civilization.197 Yet, in 1860, as this “civilization” appeared ready to crumble, the question
of the slaves’ long-term social integration came to the forefront.
As the slave trade had ended years before, by 1860 the vast majority of slaves and
freemen were American-born, but even in the North, America was a place of great
alienation.198 Only the most radical of abolitionists argued for the equality of the races, or
for the possibility of their equal social existence. Indeed, much of Northern anti-slavery
sentiment was rooted in the belief that slavery, and the presence of African-Americans
anywhere, was detrimental to free white labor.199 Furthermore, many Americans believed
that the African race was violent and even sexually dangerous; defenders of slavery had
long argued that emancipation would lead to a “race war.”200 Certainly the South African
“natives” and their frightening war dances might have reminded viewers of this threat of
violence, and of the possibility that their savagery was shared by the “irrepressible
nigger” who was problematically a “native” of America. A newspaper writer who
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described the slave population as “half-savage negroes” hinted at this notion.201 Indeed,
many Americans simply believed that Africans could never have a place in America.
Sentiments such as these led to the foundation of the American Colonization
Society in 1816, whose enduring goal was to resettle freed slaves in Liberia.202 The South
African troupe had come to America at a time when colonization was still in currency but
remained as unfeasible on the large scale as it had always been. Without a practical
solution, many Americans took up these concerns of integration in the context of
performances that sought to recreate by re-imagining.
In the large cities of the North, theatres and other performance venues created a
space for the negotiation of identity through the aesthetics of participatory entertainment.
On any given evening when the South African troupe was preparing to perform in
Barnum’s Lecture Room, performance spaces across New York were filling for
entertainments of all kinds. Mr. J.S. Rarey tamed “vicious horses” at Niblo’s Garden, and
elsewhere the acclaimed actor Edwin Forrest performed Damon and Pythias. Bryant’s
and Hooley and Campbell’s blackface minstrel companies performed their “Ethiopian
Entertainments,” including “the best of the old pieces, and several equally good original
ones.”203
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Diana Taylor has argued for a reading of the “constructed” in performance as
“coterminous with the real.”204 Similarly, Rosemarie K. Bank argues that “in this larger
sense of performance, of theatre outside of playhouses as well as within them, culture is
not only or even exclusively metaphorical… but is taken as constitutive of the
relationships that we find circulating in and among the many universes of antebellum
America.”205 This is to say that the staging of self in a theatre is not separate from the
staging of self in the larger life of an individual, effected in the context of social,
political, and economic relationships. Taylor presents a useful notion, that in the sense of
socialization, “embodied practice… offers a way of knowing.”206 Performances of
identity that emphasize certain relationships while disavowing others, however, constitute
a tenuous “real.”
Many racialized performances in America embraced the aesthetics of reciprocal
self-definition, in which the categorical exclusion of the “other” supported a selective
interpretation of the self. For example, the display of the “grotesque body” is the essence
of the “freak show” genre.207 Rosemarie Garland Thomson argues that by visually
comparing themselves with “freaks,” museum visitors could assure themselves that they
were “safely standard.”208 The frequent addition of racial markers to the “freak show”
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(Joice Heth and “What Is It?” are two examples) suggested that even the unknowns of
extreme corporeal difference could be explained as possible manifestations of racial
difference, seeming to extend the outward boundary of those possibilities and fixing
whiteness as the most “standard.”209
Reflecting a similar imperative of categorical exclusion, racialized performances
developed in relation to American national identity attempted to delineate and police
strict social boundaries as they defined what it meant to be American, a work that Linda
Frost describes as “concretizing in imagery an abstract ideological construction.”210
These performances, even those with abolitionist leanings, ultimately depicted a white
national identity. For example, sentimental plays that fervently condemned the evils of
slavery also portrayed characters that usually found their true freedom only in death,
rather than in membership in the nation.211
Across the North, the popular blackface minstrels gave weight to racial
stereotypes, blacking their faces with oil or burnt cork, singing in caricatured dialect, and
performing comic scenes that often took place on idealized, pastoral plantations.212 The
209
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imagined plantation constituted a similar space to the African villages from which the
South African actors were supposed to have come, acting as an American “interior” in
which African-Americans’ social existence and agency could be buried, a suppression
against which Frederick Douglass fought.213 Indeed, minstrel songs created the American
slave as a new kind of “noble savage,” not surprising given that a common charge made
against slavery by more moderate abolitionists was that it ruined the African race’s “great
good nature” and “blithe innocence.”214 These performances attempted to strip AfricanAmericans of their agency, and of their ability to challenge how the “civilized nation”
defined them.
As stage figures – as displayed African bodies – the South African actors fit easily
into this American context of racialized performance. The casual language of newspaper
reviews is certainly telling: on several occasions, newspapers referred to the troupe with
such labels as “Specimens from Ethiopia” and “Ethiopian savages,” using a general term
for black Africans commonly applied to minstrel shows.215 Indeed, Barnum had been a
promoter of blackface minstrels for many years, and minstrel groups routinely performed
at the American Museum, so it is no wonder that the public might have found some
resonance.216
Yet, the greatest commonality between the exhibition and American racialized
performances was their “phantasmagorical” – to use Patrice Higonnet’s term – imagining
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of America through an attempt to suppress the individuality of those who might challenge
the categories of civilization and savagery.217 Unbeknownst to Northern audiences, there
were many African-American minstrels, but they often performed in blackface (that is, as
if they were white) in order to gain acceptance with the primarily white crowds, for
whom the notion that an African-American could perform as an actor was a challenge to
their well-constructed racial hierarchies – hierarchies vulnerable to what Michelle
Burnham describes as “the threat of black agency.”218 Like these performers who hid
their identities behind the mask of oil and burnt cork, the South African actors obscured
their individuality and their agency, both as actors and as laborers, behind their
performance as unchanging specimens of the savage races. The enframing of their
exhibition was problematic because Africans were not exterior to the American nation. If
by performing as “savages,” Africans enabled a reciprocal self-definition by the
“civilized,” it had to be recognized that Africans were also a part of the labor force that
had sustained the “civilization” up until this point, when the nation was about to split.
The performance of savagery and civilization, with its rigid definitions and sentimental
moral purpose, is a conceit that ultimately fails to repress the actions of those whose labor
and performance – and, equally, exploitation – have sustained the illusion.
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Conclusion:
Breaking Character

Ventriloquism, or the act of seeming to project one’s voice through another’s
mouth, can be used for comic effect. During the troupe’s time in Boston, the actors were
taught to shout slogans such as “Lincoln Hamilen [sic] all up – Bell all down!”, the
politics of which would likely have been of little interest to them.219 Yet, they would still
have understood why an audience might find these pronouncements amusing – the
surprise of their breaking character. As the actors gained experience in America and
became more comfortable in their roles, they began to experiment with breaking
character without the prompting of their exhibitors.
New York newspapers, like the public, were unaware of the actors’ colonial past,
and celebrated what seemed like remarkable strides in learning the English language:
The African savages have improved their time while visiting this country, in
studying its language, and at the close of the evening’s entertainment, one of them
mounts a platform, and after having gained the attention of all by his aboriginal
behaviour, shouts “go home” in very good English.220
This moment, like the one in Boston, seems to have been arranged in advance. Yet, the
review continued that “another member of the troupe, who seems exceedingly proud of
the faint traces of capillary vegetation on his upper lip, has the habit of asking everyone
whom he meets [in the museum] and who is destitute of that appendage, ‘Where is your
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moustache?’”221 The notion of ventriloquism, thus, is deceptive. It is clear that beyond
just repeating words they were taught, the actors understood how to test the assumptions
of their audiences, apparently even for their own amusement. If visitors to the exhibition
did not expect to hear a savage speak English on the stage, they certainly did not expect
that a savage would poke fun at them in English off the stage.
In this thesis, I have documented the design of an exhibition whose meaning was
enframed by multiple intertwined systems of ‘knowledge,’ with science carrying the
greatest authority and seeming to fix the South African actors as savage racial specimens.
I have represented the dynamic nature of South African colonial society, which the
exhibitors chose to hide for the sake of providing an image of savagery that would meet
the expectations of the public. I have shown how the crisis over slavery revealed great
unease with the exhibition’s portrayal of “civilization,” highlighting seams in its
enframing that had existed from the beginning. I aim to deconstruct the exhibition not
solely to reveal flaws in its enframing ideologies, but to highlight the irrepressible actions
of the individuals who sustained it. It is problematic to use descriptions of the show in
place of more complete testimonies by the actors regarding their experiences, but one can
find actions in every described theatrical moment and in every event that occurred off of
the stage.222
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What follows in this conclusion is an account of the troubled final months of the
exhibition, an account in which I will give particular attention to individual actions. The
exhibition’s enframing presented the conceit that the actors could be measured and
understood, as if their lives were determined by their descent and by their “customs.” By
focusing on individual actions, some of which ultimately defy attempts at “measurement”
and understanding, I aim to complete the deconstruction of the exhibition.
The theatre critic whose sentimental words provide the title of this thesis believed
he was experiencing an epiphany, a “moment of realization of humanity,” when he came
face to face with George Andiles, the young man whom he described as “the tall Kaffir.”
Clearly, he was still trapped inside the illusion. His sentiment was real, but even in
sympathy he treated the young man as a type – after all, he even called him a “noble
savage.” What if instead, he had asked, “what is your name?”

At the end of their sojourn in New York, the South African troupe returned to the
Aquarial Gardens in Boston, where their daily shows resumed. Late in February, they
joined an ensemble of American actors and an orchestra, and together performed a new
drama written for the occasion: “Latakoo! Or, a Yankee Among the Kaffirs!”223 In three
acts, “Latakoo!” told the story of Jedediah Dobbs, “a Yankee Traveller in search of his
fortin.’” Mr. C. H. Wilson, who also directed the drama, played Jedediah. Mr. George
Andiles, or “The Fingo from South Africa,” as he was credited, performed in the title role
as the “Kaffir” Chief. The other members of the South African troupe played his court
Strong’s law practice “consisted largely in drawing wills and administering estates, which kept him very
much up-to-date with what was going on among the leading families.” Louis Auchincloss, introduction to
The Hone and Strong Diaries of Old Manhattan, ed. Louis Auchinloss (New York: Abbeville Press, 1989),
123.
223
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and warriors.224
Jedediah was a “Yankee” of the character type already familiar from dramas
about the American frontier, but “Latakoo!” placed him in South Africa instead.225 In the
course of his adventure, Wilson’s Jedediah proved himself superior to an array of
caricatured Europeans. First came a Dutch farmer named Hans Van Splyter (Mr. C. F.
Jones), who lived in a cabin in the woods and offered Jedediah a taste of his “Sour
Krout.” Later, Jedediah came upon a British military camp where Captain Darnley (Mr.
E. McMurdle) and his “awkward squad” sounded off, “He who fights and runs away will
live to fight another day!” Jedediah, unrefined but rugged, “instruct[ed] Captain Darnley
in Military tactics. Heow we du deown to Jonesboro’!” Trouble arose when Jedediah’s
new love interest Annette (Miss S. Melville) was captured by Latakoo’s Kaffirs, but
Jedediah secured her release after an audience with the chief, and then defeated his
warriors in a “Grand Combat.”226 In between the second and third acts, Miss Melville
sang, and the entire company danced a “Country Dance.” “Latakoo!” had a brief run, but
it was “received nightly with rapturous demonstrations of applause.”227
There was no doubt that in “Latakoo!” the South African men were actors.
“Latakoo!” admitted to a layer of representation – essentially, to the fact that “savages”
could perform. The playbill still made promises of educational content such as, “the
method of Kaffir Border Warfare will be represented,” but no longer insisted that the
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performers simply were themselves onstage. C. H. Wilson was certainly no more
“Jedediah” than he was “Hassarac,” Lieutenant of the Forty Thieves, whom he portrayed
a month later.228 American culture, then, could also be performed. Jedediah was not a
Bostonian in the civilized model, but the embodiment of some fundamental “American
spirit” located in the personage of an unpolished frontiersman. George Andiles was
certainly not “Latakoo” the Chief, but nor was he “Machaolo” the Chief’s son.
It is impossible to fix what proportion of Clarence’s character histories was
inspired by the lives of the actors and how much was simply fabricated. What is clear is
that the actors performed, in the broader sense described by Diana Taylor and Rosemarie
K. Bank, in their many networks. They performed as urban laborers in South Africa and
as hired actors in America, but also as individuals in the relationships they built with each
other and with the Americans with whom they worked.
In the midst of the drama’s enthusiastic reception, trouble arose offstage. A
newspaper reported that at the end of February, three of the actors had gotten hold of a
pistol and had “attempted to rob” Henry Butler, one of the proprietors of the Aquarial
Gardens. The article related that the men “prepared to shoot Mr. Butler on the first
favorable opportunity, should he refuse to give them money.” It is not clear exactly what
triggered this action. A likely interpretation is that this was a disagreement over payment,
rather than a simple robbery. The writer ironically explained, “this act may be considered
as evidence of their approach to civilization.”229 Behind that jest, however, lies an
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important point, that the actors, like the Mfengu who had struck for higher pay in Port
Elizabeth, had the agency to contest the conditions of their employment.
After this dust-up, two months passed quietly at the Aquarial Gardens. The troupe
was due to return soon to South Africa, but a date had not yet been set. Then, everything
changed very suddenly one Sunday at the end of April. A local missionary who had once
been stationed in South Africa had invited the actors to attend services at his church. Four
members of the troupe accepted the invitation and crossed the harbor to East Boston, but
Steaurma Jantjes declined and stayed behind. When his companions returned to the
Aquarial Gardens in the early evening they found him dead: he had hung himself in the
lower-level room where the actors kept their dwelling.
None of the accounts adequately explained the young man’s motive, and none
probably could, yet all fixated on the illusory “why.” One reported that Steaurma had
been “of a melancholy turn,” another that “the negroes think that he was insane.” Almost
all the accounts included one particular detail, that “he placed his effects in another part
of the building, in accordance, as is said, with a custom in his native land, before taking
leave of the world.”230 Neither speculation about insanity and depression nor ethnology
provided an adequate explanation for what was the act of an individual.
Again, there is great significance in names. Steaurma Jantjes had performed as
“Sturmann,” a rendering of his own first name, but his surname was never published in
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America – until his death.231 The name that appeared in a Boston newspaper, in a list of
deaths reported at the City Registrar’s Office, was the name of a human being, and not of
a character: “Sturman Yanghi, 17 [years old].” He was one of two deceased whose place
of birth was listed under the rubric “other foreign places.”232
As for the other actors, one article described, “their grief was inexpressibly great
on learning of the sad event.”233 The exhibition ended immediately, and not long after,
Professor Agassiz commended James Cutting for “a return to the higher style of
exhibitions in that establishment… [and the cessation of] the performances formerly
carried on it, from which nothing could be learned.”234 Two weeks later, Cutting paid
passage for the four actors aboard the steamer Arabia, bound for Liverpool. The Arabia
departed out of Boston on May 16.235
While the troupe began their journey back to South Africa, Steaurma Jantjes
remained behind. James Cutting bequeathed the young man’s body to Jeffries Wyman, to
whom he had brought numerous deceased animals over the previous years. Wyman
performed the dissection himself, and later reported his measurements before the Boston
Society of Natural History, comparing them to previous studies, including that of Sara
Baartman. “The subject,” Wyman began, “was nearly adult, the wisdom-teeth being fully
mature.” Steaurma’s height, he noted, was above average, and his brain weighed about
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the same as that of a European. Mr. Sprague “inquired whether this individual might not
be considered as a somewhat gigantic representative of his race.” Professor Wilson
“noticed that the distinctions in the cranium of the higher and lower races of men partook
much more of facial than of cerebral character.”236 Prominent craniometrist Joseph
Barnard Davis wrote to Wyman several years later, requesting a copy of the
measurements that he might include them in his Thesaurus Craniorum. 237
Dr. Wyman also made a plaster bust of Steaurma’s head, which in 1866 passed
into the collections of the new Peabody Museum of Ethnology, of which Wyman was the
first president [Figure 4.1]. The bust makes a stark contrast with Barnum’s poster of the
“Wild African Savages.” The poster conveyed in visual form the expectations, crafted by
multiple enframing, to which the South African actors were meant to conform. The bust,
in contrast, was created as an anatomical model, and it is a specimen in the likeness of
one particular young man. Yet, Steaurma himself is not ‘captured’ in this likeness – it
was not science that contained him. It was not science, nor any other enframing, that
curtailed his action, his adaptation, and his growth as a human being, but his own hand,
which ended his life at seventeen years.
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Figure 4.1 – “Cast of a boy named Sturman,” 1861.
Peabody Number: 67-1-50/57477.0, Peabody Museum of Ethnology, Harvard University.
Photograph by author.
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